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TfTT"'̂  T' T m r n '.' , ..TI rufj ni •'T "'"1 

In -oril ly<0 the Social Commission of the uitcd b'ations adopted 

the "Declaration of the duia;hts of the Jhild :l '.-

JJy the present Declare tion of the hiyhts of the Jhild,commonly 
nnovn as the 'Declarrt ion of Geneva», men and women of all 
nations, recomni.-,'.î j that rmuihind owes to the Jiild the best 
"chat it has to ?;ive, declare it to he their duty oo meet this 
obligation in ail respeots. 

I. The Child mice "be protected beyond and above all conoid em-
ati011 s o± r;..ce,nationally- or creed, 

-. T.e Jhild oiuct bo aiven the means reoui,,ite for its normal 
development,materially,morally end Spiritually. 

_ . The Jhild mist be cored for with due reaard co family, 

4. The Jhild that is hmwry miajt be fcd;the child that is 
si eh mast be nursed; the oh ild that is physically or ::r;: 
mentally handicapped must be helped;the ma Adjusted child 
must be re-educated;the orphan and waif must be sheltered 
.and succoured;the ohild must be the first to receive 
relief in times of distress. 

5. The Jhild must enjoy the full benefits .revised by social 
welfare and social security schemes;the Child must reoeive 
a training which will enable it to earn a liviihcod,and 
..rest be protected apainst every form of exploitation. f 

o. The Jhild must be oriu.ht up in the consciousness that its 
toients must be devoted to the service of its felv.ow men ;> 

These are very fine wcrds» hhether Australia prepresses steadily 

towards these ideals,or away from them,depends upon whether wars, 

threats of v/ars and preparations for wars are allowed to continue. 

In t..e v/rrds of l^.alanti.v.e J ebb-, founder of che Save the Children's 

every war,successful or unsacecs ;ful,disastrous or viotorious 
is a war ajam.st the child the rescue of the children is a 
prerequisite of a butter civilisation1' 

This is the responsibility of every adult,whether or not they are 

par(,.ests,whether or not they are teaolmrs,club leaders ur oiiild 
-' p;-y 

experts,what ever theie/ olitics or religion,whether tiiey are new 

Australians or old, from town or country,old or ygunm, s the Appeal 

- ef h. 0 Vyj2 Vienna International houference in Defence of Jhildren 

• say a: 
"Cniy the united action of all tdose who have at hearts: the 

vcllbeinpj of children will ma]:c it possible to my'rantce to all 
youn - people a healthy, creative end active life in a world at peace" 

The -follow!no pa, cs are writ cen, thcrf or ,not only for the expert and 

sjpC"3iali st ,but for all those who believe the ideals of ohu united 
• • • * 

ha';ion's Declaration muse be made a reality in our time, 



TWO TASKS IN DEFENCE OF CHILDREN 

What will Australia be liko whoa our ohildren are grown up? 

Will our grandchildren live in sunlit homos, loam in spacious schools, play 

in tree-shaded parks? Will our land bo irrigated and planted so that every

one can hare plentiful food? Or will our grandchildren live in an "emergency" 

hut, learn im an overcrowded school, play in baeklanes? Will they live in a 

land where bushflres and ffoods not only destroy life and properties of the 

people but wash away, burn and dry up our sources of food and clothing? 

ill future generations of Australians wander amongst the ruins of bombed 

buildings of our cities, and die in a land of rocket rtmgva and atom bomb 
+*->»*4> *< 44. „ Will they be brought up "to'devote "their talents to 
*»rge* practice sites? humanity" or, according to Eitler, wto make the 
What the future will be -lie depends6 on fcS%x^enfc 1»c whlofr eacSf one" of us 

learns now how we can play a part for peace. 

One thing is certain} we can feel nothing but shame if we leave things as 

ne find them in Australia today* 

Consider these facts as regards the basic requirements of children •• in food. 

shelterm clothing and education and employment opportunity* 

Eduction- Mr* Gordon Whitworth, president of the Victorian Teachers' Union, 

estimated that in 1953 2,000 children will be refused secondary education. 

Mr. Heffron, the Minister for Education in N.S.W., said in 1951 * "Soon 

throughout N.S.w. there will be scattered the grim skeletons of half-built 

schools to taunt parents, anger teachers, and remind children that they 

have been cheated." 

Pood- In May t952 Federal Treasurer Fadden announced that in the years 1950 

to 1952 consumption per head of butter fell bm $%9 meat tp 10jt* potatoes by 

11 % and eggs by 2% as compared with 1938-39 • •• Yet the same man announced 

that the Government budget showed company profits In 1951 rose by £90 million 

"Unfortunately, it is the milk and other protective foods (cheese, butter, 

eggs, fresh meat and vegetables) which are frequently excluded or excessively 

reduced on account of their price" (from a report by the Aust. National 

Health and Nutrition Council). 

filrc+Mng. The popularity of jumble sales and the opening of more "Bargain 

Secondhand Shops1* are indications that with the inflations (falling pur

chasing with rising prices) wage earners are unable to buy new materials* 

Yet despite this the Australian Financial Review stated in April 1952 MIn 

retrospect It looks as If the Australian wholesale and retail textiles 

trade was trying to cater for a mythical population/., it was not expected 



that Australian production would reach such embarrassing levels In certaii 

lines." » _*" 
In Ifcl*- fUr& MY* 

Shelter. T'hoi's are li million Australians listed as wanting homes. Bents in 
Housing Commission Homes absorb 30# to 40$ of wage workers' income. 
Eaml qyfTift Qnrmr»t.%mi ti«« > in December 1951 when boys and girls were leaving 

schools the Commonwealth Employment Service warneds "It will be hard to plek 

a good job .. Employers in the last few months have been reluctant to take 

on youths. A new well-paid opening which is probably the biggest single aven-

of employment At present is in the services. 

How pround we Australians will be when our leaders can tell us that in the 

near future not only will our children have full educational opportunities 

but a five hour day will provide the whole population with time to get an 

all-round education. 

What is it that stands in the way of Australia devoting the energy of her 

people and t&te vast natural resources to build a country fit for the chil

dren of the heroes of the Dalfram, the Kokoda Trail and the Glen Davis Mines? 

There is only one answer to this question. The people who monopolise the 

ownership of Australian industry and industrial resources are subordinating 
b(tlu)*ati*es ^UAM 

our development to the war plans of American 'iiipislnl tots. If tfew pfcjSJQjt luuio 
are allowed to continue the plunder of our 3 « a a n even grimmer 

future will await our children. What is in store for us can be judged by the 

conditions already in existence in America for the working people. Colin 

Clark, an eminent Australian economist, states that 10£ million Americans 

live in dilapidated hovels•• "Their standard of housing falls far short of 

ours." It is estimated that 4 million American youngsters do not attend 

school and half of this number are employed as child labor. American prices 

have risen by 87% since 1939. 

Only a policy of peace and national independence can build our Australia 

into a land free from want and strife and.insecurity. , .—-

Wo-are build±ng~HDW the future conditions for the school children of today. 

In the sense that the necessities of life have to be provided for them, 

children are very much dependent on their parents. But in the senae that 

from babyhood onwards they are beginning to think for themselves and act 



if 
or themselves, children are progressively growing more independent. 

Girls and boy* in the 10 tol6 age group can travel on trams and trains by 

themselves} they can go to concerts and films without adults| they can spend 

their leisure time with the companions of their own choicej. and they can 

decide for themselves what books they will rea<f • 

Because children are both dependent and independent there are two tasks facin 

all who are concerned with building a better life for the children. 

Firstly there is the task of pisstxx providing for their physical needs. To 

provide homes, schools, hospitals, playing places, adequate food and clothing 

is essentially an adult reeooiisihiilty and the struggle to ensure these 

necessities of life is a struggle for adults. The children are not only the 
Of ms^ 

concern of their parents but /the whole of the older generation must stand 
responsible for the standard of life of the children of our nation. 

WWhat does it matter, when you come to think of it, whether the child is 

yours by blood or not? All the little ones of our time are collectively the 

children of us adults of the time} and are entitled to our general care." 

Thomas Hardy. 

Secondly, there is the task of guiding the children to be conscious of their 

responsibility to choose the path of peace. Maxim Gorky explained •• 

"Our object is to inspire the young people with a love of life and a faith 

in it. W?e want to teach heroism to the people. Man must understand that he 

is the creator and master of the world, that on him rests the responsibility 

for all the misery on earth, just as to him belongs the flory for all the 

good that exists in life." 

The people who profit from war are making repeated attempts to condition the 

children to a future of pauperised living standards, where bravery Is epito

mised by the U.S. military slogan "You must shoot at anything that moves." 

There are some very powerful weapons being used by those who want our Aus-

trallan children to grow up to be cannon fodder in an Imperialism waj« agaJLaal 

the U.S.B.R., tha^gtflp-uefs Pomum'aules Uid^stis CeJiSmleJL pteelo. Today there is 

an increasingly frequent theme of violence in cheap comics and gangster films, 

military tattooes and parades replace youth displays, police boys clubs are 

opening and playgrounds are closing, cadet camps are being built and National 

Fitness Camps and Education Department camps are closing. The freezing of 

Government finance for special children!s facilities such as libraries, 

clubs, swimming pools and playing fields means that Children have xlf> alter

native but to spend their leisure time seeing films and reading oomies in 



which not only the villains and gangsters are reckless with human life, but 

the sheriff and soldiers are equally sadistic. As our children gorw up and 

go Out into the world by themselves how can we help them to choose the path 

of life and peace and reject the way of death and destruction? 

To teach children their responsibilities for the future is a task for the 

entire peace movement. Particular attention must be given to the girls and 

boys in the 10 to 16 age group who are striving for their right to be 

independent in their thoughts and actions. They most be helped to build their 

own organisations in which they learn that being independent brings its own 

responsibilities. These following pages are an attempt to assist all those 

people who are guiding the children (10 to 16 years old) along the path to a 

peaceful Australia through the building of their own independent activities. 



jP-jgê l. 

CFii£iiiiil!s crag. ^ ^ ^ ^* '£#£ 
Sunday schools, Doy scouts, Girl Guides, Youth Centres provide leisure 

time octivltie for girls and boys in th® 10 to 16 age group. In these 

organisations there re two forces et work. 

There are the people who ere sincerely striving to improve the lives of 

the younger generation and on the other bend here are the people who 

would use these organisations to further their own political Ideas. 

Today «hen the drive to war divides the people of the World into those 

who want peace nn.6 those who plan war it is more than ever necessary for 

the progressive forces of the people to participate In the administration 

of the organisations Alch provide leisure tine activities for children. 

The feet that many of these orgnaisstlons are controlled by a self-

appointed Corelttee or Board does not take awey the possibility of the 

peace loving people from piny ins E part in determining the Ideas which 

are given to the children through their clubs. 

If the young people who lead the activities of the children's clubs are 

themselves drawn into the peace movement then their understanding of the 

Importance of the Ideas of peace will permeate the activities of the 

organisation which they serve. ?t_r_qjwOvorf the erganlgatlons~6f the peace 

i:vs£narLt should aak ilib duviillUoJi uf the chlldieii's1 uluba to allow the 

cî .x- u« ..ov/wLlp Io poi liilijn \M iu penes activities. 

th^n^^j^rj^^ado shauld-^e^^nlill c i aftdt 3a also when s member of 

a Children's Club Committee tel© any steps to encourage the Ideas of war, 

their actions should be shown to the people. The direction of the work 

can be indicted by such perce offensives as the Australian C8rnlvrl for 

?orce rnd Friendship at which a great vrriety of children's activities 

were displayed. Also by such peace defensives as the protests from 

Club leaders as well es teachers and parents when the Government 

distributed recrjitlng comics «&*<> tj$f 

WE niyi^^spu&^^w^ 

It must be 0I30 be understood thet as the drive to wsr lowers the living 

standard of the Australian people the children ere the worst effected 

section of the community. In the ptst the Governments beve toon able to 

give financial favours to some of the children's organisations and they 

have been used to ameliorate the worst affects of capitalism on the 

children. ut the war economy is tightening up on such expenditure and 

only the united actions of the peoples organisations will bring any 
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financial rid to better the conditions of th© BJUJ_H§. The working Class 

organisations which are most experienced In taking militant action sr o 

beginning to lead the campaign in defence of children and~#*-J_h_tlr 

lefeutirslilp achieve results the sincere element in the leadership of th© 

children's clubs will be attracted to a ccept some leadership from the 

organised working class. 

In order to be able to build the greatest possible unity with the 

progressive forces in the children's clubs it Is neeessv y to study the ;J 

origin, history and role of these organisations. 

Ibday throughout Australia a network of Sunday schools of mey^ifferent 

churehs exist. Recent emphasis through aoiae of the Churches on 

the organisation of Christian Community Centres has considerably enlarged 

the sphere of influence of the Church amongst children and young people, 

ground ms§r ft the Churches there pre special clubs mid classes for 

children ^nd youth, the usual conditions for membership includes the 

attendance of the- nesaber ct Church or Sunday school. 

100 yerrs ago M*x wrote thst at the birth of eapitlalism in England th© 

cottages ond work houses wore ransacked for child wage slaves whose 

Hsmall and nimble fingers were by_ very far the most in request". 3*x 

days a week these childten were chained to the industrial m-chine and 

on th© S*sbb th they were free to behove as the rowdy youngsters they were. 

Soy scheme which would keep them usefully occupied and under control met 

with approval. Thus developed a system of Sunday Schools* It Is 

reasonable to assume that the origlnrtors of this movement such as Bailees 

Df Gloucester "nd Elizabeth Fry(l*iter famed for her work amongst the prison 

poor) were imbued with genuine evangelic spirit, but It would be wrong to 

assume that all those who supported the Sundry Schools were so highly 

motivrted. 

"Underlying the subscribers benevolence there was generally a fixed 

determination to do everything to strengthen th© rigid clfss system sn& 

to keep the poor in their proper place", wosloy, the great ".fethodist 

hducrtor who helped to extend the Sundry schools into day schools clearly 

stated that the elm of establishing such institutions for the working 

class children was "To conquer their wills". 



There is no doubt the t today there re the people who are sincerely ombued 

with e genuine evangelical spii It that many are beginning to see that tru© 

Christianity must support th© strivings of the people for peace and 

International friendship. The mission of peace Is very beautifully 

symbolised In many Sunday schools by t reproduction of a painting of Je-sus 

saying to the children from maiy notions "Suffer the little children to 

come unto me".« Ihe the extent thot the Church organisations spread th© 

gospel of peace they will attract Sunday School teachers and club leaders 

with a zeal comprsble to that shown by Raikes und Elizabeth Fry BUI the 

whole peace movement will be tremendously enriched by the participation 

of people who are not only themselves experienced and trained leaders of 

children but also r̂ e members of the very first organisations which 

attempted to solve the problem of how to serve children in their leisure 

time. 

If the Church is not given assistance by the Peace movement to answer 

the threat to the very life of the children then the degenerates of 

capitalist society tr e able to use the Christian Church for their own 

person*-1 grin and the commercial Interest of their class. Under such 

conditions the Sunday schools end Church Clubs are instruments through 

which the idesa of the ruling class can be brought to the working class 

and attempts will be made to conquer our will for peace. Thus the 

peoples' peace movement must initiate peace projects such J-.S the Carnival, 

through which Sunday echo! teachers and Church Club Leaders c m 

pcrtlcipate and in rioinc this continue to develop^1 the best traditions of 

the founders of their orgnnlsntlons. 

30Y SC; n[C3 G IRL GUISES. 

Fifty years ago a young British soldier In the South African -ftr studied 

the guerilla ttoticc Ho t the Boers used to defend themselves. He 

realised that modern warfare needed more self-reliant soldiers than the 

old type of British army man. On returning to England he wrote & series 

of articles rbout the need to train young boys rs scouts. These prtlcles 

b^d ••• very forceful sppeal to the teen-age boys end many circles of lads 

were formed to rerd the articles and Inter to carry out some of the 

adventures suggested. 

In the early part of this century hundreds and thousands JT boys In mapy 
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countries of the world joined bny scout troupes. The organisation bad 

a particularly strong hose emongst the middle class city youth because 

it gave them an opportunity for out-door recreation and adventure. Many 

working class families distrust the Scout movement because of its 

militaristic origin end rims (Quote from L@ft Hand 

Added to th© militarism of the scouting and guiding movement there is also 

the Idealism of ftifi "back to nature" and "roughing It" which has little 

appeal to the working class girl and boy who In their everyday life hove 

enough hardship i?nd inconvenience to overcome, without organising 

themselves to enjoy such conditions in their leisure time. 

As a system ol organising young people there are a number of important 

lessons to be learnt from the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides, For example 

the recognition of accomplishment h^ giving of badges, the sense of 

membership through wearing of uniform^ the organisation of the troupe into 

groups tjysouc'n i>rat̂ ols. Ihile rejecting: the militarism* the centralised 

bureaucratic leadership, enc the metaphysical nature of their group 

organisation it Is not necessary to reject some of the methods by which the 

scouts and guides hove facilitated the organisation of girls and boys 10 

to 15 yecrs old/wceuse of the chauvinistic origin oi the scouting and 

guiding movement, parade loving brass hots sre attracted to give patronage 

to the organisation. There Is an increasing danger that attempts could be 

mad© by sponsoring committees to influence scouting youngsters to take 

an active p^rt In popul rising the plans of the warmongers. 

On the other bond some of the youthful Scouters and Guiders serve the 

children with a sense of responsibility which members of other youth 

organisations could well emulte. There Is no doubt that once such sincere 

young people ore aware of the perspectives which rwait ail who treed the 

path of per co b*ii_L they will themselves resist nil Attempts by the 

warmongers to use dvetikthe children's movements to trutalise and fasoise 

th© children's minds. 

Thus all people organised in the peace movement must be particularly 

vigilant about the activities end ideas of the pr.trons and members of 

sponsoring committees of such organisations us the Scouts and guides. The 

peace movement has the task of popul rising cny creative, peaceful Ideas of 

such people m.6 exposing spy of them who attempt to glorify war end th© 

policy.of governments of death. It is the task of every peoples' 
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organisation to consistently guard th© children against those * o would 

rob them first of their right to truth end n®xt of their right to life. 

AS the Peace -noveasents fulfil this obligation to the children, It will teach 

the people who are closest to the children, the troupe leaders that through 

peace a more glorious future belongs to the children, and till who fight 

for it. 

COMUTTHTY cT::rmi:s. 

The depression period highlighted m^ny of the injustices which particularly 

(affect children under capitalism. Slum conditions find un-employment 

resulted In teen r.gers entertaining themselves in gargs and pushes. Public 

spirited citizens could no longer Ignore the problem of children in the 

slums. The l-?te 123Oe ?-tv2 e*srly 1940s saw the aocelerctod development 

of supervised playgrounds, children's libraries $w& neighbourhood clubs 

and other community centre projects. 

There Is no doubt that most people drawn into organising these facilities 

were primarily concerned with serving the children. The nmij excellent 

publiclotions and reports produced by some of these organisations are a 

testimony of the genuine desire for a better world for which a large 

section of the middle class and intellectuals are prepared to make 

sacrifices. he feet that such social worker's visions &re limited by 

their inability to see that the very nature of capitalism is the cause of 

the problems which they *re trying to p.*: tch up results in either dis-
A 

courage me nt ir in rho social worker becoming the political If eke y of big 

business, "t the same tint it must also be noted that the establishment 

of neighbourhood clubs rnd open elwa coincided with the establishment of 

the working class youth organisation the Ler.gue of Y0ung Democrats and 

there Is little doubt that many of the donations to the clubs were given 

by business men to offset the influence of the In hour movement amongst 

the youth. 

In each £trte the clubs for girls end boys rnd the playgrounds have 

developed in different ways and with different names^ /Br example in 
pled IcuJfc: A W « S 

?4r̂ r
J!'. the Children's Ilbrtry Movement which was established in the 1920s 

waa on© of the inilifting influences to extend blubs, libraries tnd 

playgrounds/f^ "today the Sydney Council has direct financial responsibility! 

for the pl'ygrounda^* Hus/ 11 brer Its in its area. In some -.*«KS the 

Y.if.C. • I'-nd Y.'\0./. extended their organisation to neighbourhood clubs. 

In Victoria the work of the Opportunity Clubs is worth detailed study 



as they are the best examples of the way the problem of leisur© time (JJJ 

activities for children in Industrial areas has been tackled by a group 

of citizens. 

Hie opportunity Clubs show three stages of development. AtJiho- first the 

organisation really tried to trcklo 8053© of the blights of capitalism. 

feed ̂ s we&l rs providing a number of recreation centres the Opportunity 

Clubs pernorigned for slum abolition; and while providing for the Oslo asal 
fkeu 

to many hundreds of school chilren thn dnporf-m.lt.̂  'Clubs combined with 
other organisations, including Unions to tem^nd school meals. Ch© 

publicstlons of this organisation such as their magazine "opportunity* 

end their books such as "Hie Slums are Still With Us" while perhaps being 

very idealistic about what It Is possible to achieve under capitalism 

nevertheless rr de the Opportunity Clubs' a political force as well as a 

social institution. Consequently during these years the club leaders and 

committee members who were attracted to work with the Opportunity Clubs 

were very genuine social workers. 

The second str-je in the opportunity Clubs was reached when the Victorian 

Covernment (The notorious ^unstan Government) gave the clubs an annual 

grant of several thousand pounds and from that time dates th© cessation 

of the Opportunity Clubs campaigns for slum abolitions and other reforms 

£;c clubs continued merely to Ameliorate the worst Affects of poor living 

conditions, Since receiving regular government financial assistance the 

Clubs have cerced to extend and have merely perfected a system of training 

pe-t4-ts honrgW-is club leaders In the art of giving the social and political 

values of the ruling class to the phiIdren of the working class. The 

Clubs public!atlons frequently may that oil that a 1; d wants Is an 

"opportunity for r niche In a free enterprise society". 

The third stage is now being reached In the Opportunity Clubs. Inr©cent 

publications thorc la now MJ almost u»a_i©-ied appeal to the capitalist 

desire to disarm the working class by combetting the Influence of 

communls-n. In en opportunity Publication for 19S2 it Is stated "Serious 

too is the fact thct youngsters who are shut out of free enterprise would 

became ersy dupes for the men of foreign Isms, they are softened up for 

the msl-cox; tents nd the subversives". A new significant Ida* which ia of tea 

repeated In Opportunity circles is th-t the children in the slums are 

being saved from being criminals and wasters by their clubs, In recent 

American films tbero is now a frequent reference to "Congentirl criminals". 



and although so frr th© Opportunity Clubs give lip service to the fact that 

criminals ape"bred not born" nevertheless their repeated appeals for help 

on the basis that they can help stop dellquency Is an expression of the 

concern that the capitalist class have now that our country faces th© 

Inevitable crime waves of the Government of war and doojd-Ui-fca-on. Significant 

too is the more frequent reference in Opportunity Clubs to help received in 

Club work from .^te^TM-he evSyB*— f^ ?ol<ce face -

Ihe err is passing when such open clubs as the "Opportunity Clubs 

represented the most earnest effort of ^a»8*<rus phi lantbropjrHro 3olve some 

of th© problems of leisure-time recreation for jouuz people. /. new type 

of club for children and youth Is rapidly appearing In all States. This 

club more directly stands against the sinister isms; and more directly 

concerns itself tilth so called "combatting dellquency". These organisations 

are the Police Boys Clubs. 

The establishment of an ever widening network of Police hoys Clubs indicates 

that the capitalist class are no longer subsidising clubs which appear to 

improve the lot1the working class, through giving them an "opportunity" or 
fiSL Uttft/i a^i^s 

letting them have a tryfe.g. Try Boys Clubs.) but which objectively 

conditions the children to accept things as they are. They re compelled 

to use one of their most oppressive Instruments to keep the working class 

boys In their proper pl*ce. 

The fact that some of the Police Boys Clubs appear to have a. democratic 

citizens committee (often built on the ruins of a Youth Centre committee 

set up by progressive groups in the 1940s) should not blind the people 

to the true change In the emphasis In children's clubs. 

Capitalism in its dying, warmongering stage Is no longer able to provide 

the philanthropic groups of the community with r.ny constructive task. Stop 

delinquency; Stop communism? are the catch cries. The club leaders with 

dreams thyt a better world can be effected through improving the 

opportunity for young people is fast being replaced by the practical police 

man who can attrsct hoys to keep fit cL-ssea through threats.Si*i'c«r« c/U4» k>frM>$± 
Cuiut ̂ JK«ii^W £*>UKU\IH*«44.e#*4&0/S $k*»M h* eKtcuvujMJ t£ defa-anW *i.U*4iti »tU frHtUta) 

X ph ̂  yftE MEK3 m dCxJn -Zjprts Cent tuLdfceZ (i, ct&ev £7 y-es/ure 

The Young Farmers Clubs of Australia are one of the largest organisations 

of girls and boys in the 10 to 16 Eg© group. hese clubs were established 

about 3J ye-ra ego arid row exist in every Australian state. The Young 

Farmers are often organised around o rurial school and In chilcren'g homes 

end orphanuges there is frequently branch of the Toun» farmers clubs. 
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Field Days at which Young Farmers exhibit their animals and farm produce 

are organised by the Clubs and at Koyal Shows and provincial agricultural 

Shows the Young Farmers usually have jf special exhibits. 

These young Formers Clubs ore closely linked with the life of the people 

in .he forming areas anfl they ore an excellent example of aox, organisation 

of children Is strongest when through their clubs they ore learning to 

solve some of the real problem which face their community. Y0ung Far score 

learn how to rear animals and how to tend M plant experiments* Sometimes 

the results they have obtained have been of value to older farmers. The 

Young Farmers Clubs ore a healthy Influence in our countryside because the 

very nature of the tasks that the children undertake teaches them to be 

scientific about their work on the farm. Thus a good basis is laid for 

them to understand the Importance of Industry end agriculture working 

together In the interest of the peopl©. 

Lut, in recent years the 'mericen warmongers hove If&en g-roodily eyeing, 

Ausfcĵ 41is--̂ rld-Hhey--i-2̂ -particularly interested In Australia as a food 

producing war base 4*" "ihcr-f jy.-luttii war iaougers are taking a keen interest In 

the Young Farmers Clubs of Australia. For example, several of the American 

Fullhright scholarships holders h-.ve been doing "research" on social 

relationships In 'ustrrlian country towns. 

Also the "merican "4U" Clubs hve sent, representatives to Young Farmers 

Clubs Conferences in «ustraila and fire arranging exchange of members of th© 

Young Farmers end the"4K"Clubs. So fsr the host in Australia have been 

th© families of the sqem ttocracy md the 'merlcsn guests hve been 

by 
daughters and sons of Ranch owners end Fruit Grove and Cannery Proprietors. 
Ik recent trend in the Young Id rmess organisaton to set up Clubs In cities 

L and country towns, ^is cool': be a good basis for building unity between 

country and city children. J a the otherha nd the Young Farmers Clubs in the 

city could be used to develop rn idealist....back to the lend ........ 

attitude to the agrarian problem. It la necessary to ensure that where 

city branches of the Young Farmers are established that the club activities 

cement the friendship of town and country peoplo rather than aggravate 

antagonisms. Thus the leadership and activities of the Young Tarmers 

Clubs is not merely the concern of country people, fg the peoples' 

organisations in the city take up the needs of the country people egti 

assist them In their crmprigns for frrm machinal^ and Instead of war 



machines^for producer co-operatives Instead of monopoly marketing, a 

fad / 
basis will he ae* for fostering friendship between young, farm-reorganisation 

^wt chilvrcns clubs in th© city. 

A^ special task confronts the progressive scientists who can assist both 

town ana country children to a deeper understanding of the application 

of science to serve mm teu-tee-»the rem he raw of nature. Natural science 

groups In :he city which could c*rry out small scale ©xperisswats with 

living things could co-operrt© with young farmers groups in th© country.side, 

Th© inspiring ©xsjaple of the child researchers in the Soviet Union as 

restarted in "t*?nd in Bloom" shows that children re capable & not only 
A 

teaming about scientific principles but tbfrt they -re oapjble of solving 

difficult problems. 

OTHER CLUBS, 

Tlie Sun£?v Schools, Toys Scouts, Girls Guides, Community Clubs, Young 

Farmers Clubs and Police Boys Clubs -̂ r@ some of the main {ynwjptmgs which 

serve the recreational needs of girls ama boys of secondrry school age. 

s 3row^» Such organisations as the Red Cross, the Y.W.C./. and 
fit. /£S~ te*< u~ $//t <*«v̂  apt« KXHJ* 

Cfce Y.ai.C.A. cater for some rctlvltlea for chilcre% .'hero are some .Junior 

H©d Cr^ss circles In schools (mostly In private schools rather than State 

schools) and the bi-monthly magazine of the Junior Fed Cruss Is a well 

produced publication which preaches international friendship in a form which 

is very attractive to middle class children. it 

The Y.c.C.'. and the Y.W.C*. mostly cater for o^ter age groups than those 

In the Junior Eureka League find in most states these organisations have 

not established clubs in suburbs but are mainly c centralised organisation. 

In some reap the *Y" 
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In many fields "'of sport children can become members of Sports Clubs. 

Although a grc ? r-'dejr 1 of excellent work is don© 

s helped to establish hloghbourhood Clubs for 

sports clubs there is 

amongst a few and the rest of 

pre-occup J tion wi tl feTo pi ng ch® mpl ons 

me: 

Since 130 J a nsj oganlsation of' 

This Ii he Junior Fureka r*vgu©. 

receive little encouragement. 

f 
J LddGUF. 
^ ~ 
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children Is taking Its place in Australia. 
- - > , 

I^e'growth of school cadets, the wcrm ngering comics and films, the 



Where the Red Cruse and theTs" or© reaaly attempting to solve 

the recreational needs of young people x their efforts should 

be reaogniced end encouraged. It is only by knowing what theoe 
JJ 

organisations are attempting that it io possible for th© labour , 
movement to give some leadership to progressive groupings who are 

really eonoerned with serving the children. 

In th feast oom© of these oraani eat ions have oooassionally 
' the 

received grants of money fromo(tavern-senes in order that they can 
open play centres and other olubs. % e n such uolic fund© are 

used then the citizens should have some control on the 

services anion are being provided at the government's expense. 

With the present inflation and lack of finance for social services, 

ssojtc grants that heve been adequate in th© past are now totally 

incsffioient to provide any real contriirution to the 

establishment of recreational e rvicee for the people. Thus in 

these organisations there arc many Club Leaders and Committee 

member© who are looking fur leadership from people who can 

make straight forward demands oh the Government for finance 

to provide the play enstsses and club© which should be the 

the children'© right. 

In many fields of sport children can become members of Junior 

S&orts Clubs . Although a groat deal of excellent work is done ©one 

through some of thee© sports club© there 1© often a pre^ocoupation 

with developing ohaapions amongst a few and the rect of the 

members receive little encouragement 

The indivitttoa oonpetitlvc spirit ohich tacioto in out sports olubs 

is pertly the result of -aba inadequate sporting facilities for 

the people • the Olympic Gomes wrangle early in l<#3 showed 

the sJ_tsssJS»g hold that eommcroiallcm haa on Australian sport. 

She result of inadequate eperting and phyoioal education 

facilities is that on3y a liaitoai for,? can Km&±&km!atam&w& 

participate in sport and tin: iiajority arc sport upcofcators, 

A U people who arc campaigning for better anu mor* oxtcnoivo 



sports grou 4© and gymasiuri5 are helping to make it possible 

for the ordinary yo ingetcrs to take their place on the plsylng 

field instead of being merely £ baorackerS > 

Children should be encouraged to belong to sports clnb^aa-st 

oxxths:aet̂ iaL.gesDex£±i0iO ifcould ^nizrospsrfe ,wKX&&n±MML-xam&go& 

t-reŷ nBKHorawsrgt but children should not be eorpcoted to *aj3poign 
<; Adults have the reenonslbl 11 ty 

for better sports fields and cheaper sporting e^iipScBt^ to ensure 
that those neoeosaryfacilitiec are available to th© children at a 

prise they can afford,thus it is the responsibility of the older 

generation to campaign fer better sporting facilities by joining 

sport© auxiliaries and also by raising isysfliitiw appreciate 

demands for betters sports fur the people in the organicatins 

to which they may belong J 

and children radio sessions 
Children's pages In th© newspapers ar© a tyoe of children's club • 

In roast years oomie strips have been dominating the spas© allowed 

for the children's corner in moot dailies, and on commercial 

radio stations th. sessions arc often crude advertising stands for 
there is an 

the sponsors of the prograswlJevcrthe 1c - Ida established pratioc 
of publishing or reading children *o ordinal work in the 

Junior sections of the ne ©papers or over the children's session 

of the wireless. 
Junior 

Ifany child contributors to both the newspages and Jhni r radio 
sessions ar© youngsters who live in the country and have very 

little chance to Join in organisations with children the came 

age as Uiectee-rrea. Through some of the children's sescions and 

some of the children*s pages a sense of medbcrship in a club is 

consolidated by giving ot badges and also by occassional 

parties for the children. 

Through U stoning to tksx an occassional children's nose ion, and 

through r ading the children's pages adu ts oan gain some tAmemt 

knowledge of what ideas arc bcin giren to the childrcb through 

such powerful erganisatlcns as the daily papers and the radio statloni 

Attention should be given to ebeouraging good sessions and harmful 
influences should be pj£#ew*se4»dr* hcC<*v( . 

Sinoe 1950 » new organisation SroMldrcn is taking its place in 
Australia, m i s is the Junior Eureka League. 
The growth of school oadets, the A.T.C. , the war conies and fiffcas 



ever sharpening sttacks on the working class are direct blows et the 

ideas of the children. These stteeks hove necessitated the Initiation of 

a children's organisation which teaches the younger generation the love 

the traditions of the 1 bour movement, basing their Ideals on the Eureka 

Slogan ... ̂ To stand Truly By Each other". The members of the Junior 

Eureka I« gue are taught to be friends with the children of all lends, 

CkerfiL . 
to onoMuah Australia's Cultural heritage, to develop/ end strengthen new 
ways of expressing the people's faith in s better future for our land. 

The JUnlor dureks League does not replace th© organisations which already 

exist to serve the children. This new force In the field of Children's 

clubs must function as e fly wheel which sets the other children's 

organisations Into peace activity. 

Between the oirst and second world wars It was clearly shown that youth, 

can easily be won to fee side of fascism and war because they have -had 

little experience of the demogogy of the ruling class or of the strength 

of the united working class. 

In the drive to the thrid world war the warmongers of the dying capitalists 

states are not only trying to win the youth but they srsjadc irsjj desperate 

attempts to brutallse the children* "A third world war can be everted if we/ 

tear racy the mesh of lies". Stalin. <&*yiu 

'Tv,ile using every medium at our disposal to teach all children peace and 

friendship between nations we-imrŝ trdglve special consider tion to the 
tFl£& leisure tiuLu eccUOih^ 
winning of the working clrss children In the 10 to 16 age group. 

These older children need their own organisation which can educate them 

In working class principles and train thorn as a reserve force for the 

labour movement. 

;3 early os 1335 the working class of ell countries of the world were 

taught by Eisitrov that th© only weapon th© people hove ggainst war aad 

fascism is the united front of the working class as the ha rt of the 

people's movement for peace. 

In 1035, also, the world youth leader Klchacl Uoolf speke ot an Internationa 

Conference of Youth. Tn his speoch he pointed out "One of the outstanding 

tasks of the united front is to save the children of the toilers from ruin." 

Ke warned against the formation of narrow political organisations and stated 

"#e are convinced that wherelver the peculiarities of the children are 

taken into recount, whereAver en effort will be made to mrko the work of 
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the children's organisation attractive and more Interesting, whereever 

thes© organisations ar e built up on e unity basis, we shall always be 

able to render great: assistance to the people In the upbringing of the 

yoinger ge.. 
rn tifth 

oor- tl..>a." 
ac 
hub** thfr tuf 

cuout childrenSln the ten to sixteen age aroup theis'In no 
keve A 

to set out how to organise specific functions for children for anyone 

with experience In organising can easily under take the general tasks 

associated with such activities as camps, picnics, tea meeting® end bazaars. 

However It is necessary to deal with the organisational orineiples dictated 

by the "peculiarities" of children. In the next pages of this book we will 

consider the problem peculiar to girls and boys in the ton to sixteen age 

group. •̂ ĥ ŷ --ry-?r-H*»̂ & aiijar "!Ac\})1r'Tl EKr *"̂  -**" ̂ n^-***^**^. 

Firstljuglrlg FIXC*. b3ys--in__fche_Ĵ ux-i»-H>&̂  

Ch I IfeH-T-rd—?.v>d y -utli." 

Secondjy^^s^r^sl©rs~oT thls age~TrTir'iaB̂ r~trig-3T*tytectlo-1 .-of-adwlts but 

they-n 

-So 11 ling 

"Striving for TrleYr~~rr»tet>e«senee« 

/nd lastly r>:n d;r « g^-?f-~^tmTt'nreh years~~Tr>-10-

down jg th" ĵ F or ic.Ti'.lng.—Earlier in llfo-4bey-rrr discovering the 

world about ihc'i, m d Istwr on they -re busy-ê ,rnl'ng~th<E'tr Hvdhg. 

•»>i 
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In what ways do children of th© 10 to 16 age group differ from 

adults on the one hand,and pre-school cliildren on tite other ? 

It is necessary to consider the problems peeuliar to them if we 

are to understand them well enough to offer effective guidance for 

their development. 

This age is the ^betwixt-and between" ageythe period of -tost rapid 

growth both physical and mental,the period therfor when conflicts 

between their old habits and their new experiences take on the 

sharpest forms. Though interconnected,there are throe major 

peculiar it les to be considered:* 

Pirstly.they are on the threshold of youth . They have not yet 

fully put behind them their unquestioning childhood reliance on 

the ideas of the older generation,nor their habits of play, Yet 

they are striving at time© to stand on their m m feet alongside 

the new generation who have- graduated a few years ahead of them 

into the world of serious work. Bxus they are fused with the problem 

of testing th© ideas which developed la an earlier generation with 

the practise ef living in a world which has ©hanged in the meantime 

Secondly,they are under adnult protection, • Yvry young children rely 

o&inly oa their parents. As they grow older,teachers,club leaders m 

and other adults begin to play a part 3^k their lives. Thus they often 

find themselveB faced xrith a conflict ef adult authority on questions 

of conduct .without yet being in a position te take decisive fiction 

to determine their own course. 

Thirdly,they have the task of studying. Young children are mainly 

experimenting and discovering the world around them. But from about 

the age of 10 to 16 they arc ejected to make it their job to learn 

systematically,without being in a position to apply their knowledge 

in any thorough way. Thus they are faced with the conflict between 

their deeire to study in order to accomplish something worthwhile in 

the future,and their discouragement due to their lack of immediate 

results,and the uncartainty the future holds 

In examining these three peculiarities,one by one, the experiences 

drawn upon are those of the Junior JSureka League,though the lessons 

to be learned,both as to content and Method of \/ork,will be 
applicable,at least to some extent,to other children's organisations! 



Oil THE THRESHOLD OF YOUIH 

Girl* aad boy» in the 10 to 16 age group ar* not only 

rapidly developing both physically and mentally but this development 

tales* plaee at different rates in different eheldren and also at 

different rates in the same child at different periods of tins. 

Thus some children of about 12 years of age appear to be 16 years or 

older, and sons sixteen year olds look about the age of 12 years. 

Moreorer the appearanoe of maturity does not indicate mentalability 
or social responsibility of the child. I Further difficulties 

arise because children may go to work from the age ef 14 years 

one ard and a dee is lea te go to work is not based on the maturity ef 

the child but on the economic position of the family. Also going to 

work may mean a more rapid social development ef the child particularly 

if the workplace has a number of young people employed; but if the 

youngsters first job is one which isolates him from people the same 

age as himself then going to work develops a 91 veneer of grown-up»ness 

which covers over a craving for companionship of other children. 

In addition some children in the ten to sixteen age group are studying 

for important examinations whereas others are in much lower grades and 

have not yet many scholastic responsibilities.. 

Apart from all these factors, in our society. 

t there are the laws relating to girls and boys » this age group. These 

laws add even more confusion to the adolescent period of life. For 

example, in Victoria, girs and boye can leave school at 14 but girts 

cannot be employed ao fawOery workers until fifteen years of age. 

and some apprenticeships cannot be entered until 16 years of age. 

At slateen years of age girls and boys are old enough to be married, 

at 18 beys are conscripted, but 4#4 neither girls rar boys allowed to 

vote until 21 years of age. 

On top ef all this the drive to war is resulting 

in drastic cuts in educational projects and the doors of sohools are 

closing to all but a small handful of teenage youngsters . 'Children 
are faced by uncertainty just when they are expecting a glorious 
future to open before them when they are on the threshold of youth 
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M-ny propounders of theories on adolescent 

phycchology depict the age of *sweet sixteen* as the time when youth 

"stands with reluctant feet where the brook and river meet*. 

Much of this "reluctance* is imposed by the very nature of 

capitalist society. Makarenko the great Soviet pedogogue taught 

that young people in particular must have something glorious to 

live for. Everyone who works for peace knows that a peaceful 

Australia is a glorious future for the growing generation. How 

this inspiration of a glorious future can be given to the children 

is the task which faces all who lead the children's organisation. 

The children are on the threshold of the future 

which belongs to them. They must be given confidence to welcome 

the new life. 

Dimitrov told the Bulgarian Children's League.,.. 

*I do not like the cowards and the weaklings, I love the brave and 

the strong, the people with a will. The future does not belong Jto 

fearful and hesitating persons and people with weak nerves; it can

not belong to those people who lose their self control and their nerves 

at the most critical time. Such people have no future. The future 

belongs to those people who know that each storm is followed by brighter 

sunshine and fresher air.* 

In the Junior Eureka League the children must he 

given an inspiring glimpse of what the future holds for all who 

champion the cause of peace. To bring the future close enough 

to the children's own lives so that they can go forward confidently 

three conditions are necessary. Firstly they must be able 'to 

participate in projects which releases their imagination aacV 

oi'watiie peweew to express in artijoaulc forms the better life 

they can help to build. Secondly they need to be closely 

associated with young people who are just a few years oldsr than 

themselves*, youth who tern already beginning to participate in 

the life of the grown up generation are the inspiring leaders of 

the children's organisation* a*d lastly the children need to feel 

that they are not alone In facing the future. They need to he 

& . 
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members of an organisation of girls and boys the same age as 

themselves. 

From the experiences in the Junior Eureka 

League it is now possible to learn from the past how to build a 

children's organisation whioh is lead by young people, based on 

the project method of work and which gives the children a sense 

of membership in their own independent organisation. 

(sub heading) ^_ _—• 
0 ?J~> >v i Dri *0 % 

gghYQUTH bBWBBS* LEAD KJE^fflB-HOS SajSJUS 

There are a number of reasons why the Youth 

Leagues in many countries of the world have undertaken the 

pioneering of the children** organisation, Lenin has said, 

*The Youth must approach socialism differently, not in the same 

way, not in the same form, not under the same circumstances as 

their fathers.* This is even more true of children. 

Youth who are much closer to the children's problems realise much 

more easily how to lead, the children to struggle at their own 

level around their own problems. 

An important task in the Junior Eureka Leagu« 

is to teach children current history. At-most schools history is 

only taught up to the beginning of the 1st World War and in most 

children's clubs the girls and boys are *prepared for life* by 

being "protected* from knowing what is going on in the world 

today. The older generation who have lived through current 

history tend to regard the past as commonplace, but youth who 

are just beginning to appreciate the full significance of men 

being able to change the world, are able to teach recent history 

in a colourful and inspiring way. 
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*3Sudy, Study, Study,* was the advice Dimitrov gave 

the Bulgarina Children's League; and youth who are the greatest 

seekers after knowledge are the best fitted to inspire ourohildren 

to learn 

Children and young people easily master the very latest development of 

knowledge. Adults are hindered from such rapid mastery of new 

knowledge for two main reasons. Firstly they have already begun 

to specialise, to master a particular aspect of life (e.g. in 

sport in adult life it is usual to develop an interest in a 

particular sport to the comparative exclusion of participating in 

others, so also in all fields) people with specialist know

ledge have a very special value for the children's movement but 

they must be assisted to guard against making the mastery of their 

subject a too absorbing occupation for the children. Young 

people who are still experimenting in many fields of creative 

activity can lead ohildren forward from a diversity of staring 

points . 
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Secondly, a factor which hinder, adults from leading 

•hildren to seek new knowledge is that adults who have been 

educated during an earlier period retain the stamp of the 

period during which they first began to grasp the fundamentals 

of the particular subjects which interest them. 

in a rapidly changing world the knowledge of twenty years ago 

has been added to and changed, new and more vital principles 

must be used as starting points to lead the children to realise 

that there are new fields of knowledge for them to seek. Girls 

and boys just a few years older than the chiidren are their best 

companions in going forth to discover a new world, /while placing 

youth in this relationship to the chfidren wV must at the same 

time be fully understood that aoult specialists who are 

endeavouring to master their own subject^ and it. relationship te 

the rapidly changing world have a very special role te play in 

the children*, movement. ^ere the opportunity exist. 

to form classes on particular subjects e.g. art, drama, sport, 

dancing, science or music the children's organisation must give 

every assistance to ensuring «** the hildren who join the.e 

cla.ses really settle to learn and learn again all that they can 

from thesa beaters of our *-ks*#erl heritage f T 

In Victoria $k& the Junior League lsas-W 

been in existence for Or three years^the girls and boys who 

£? been am. members of the children's organisation and 

W ikfH e*o**.v 
who he** w joined the E.Y.L. •*• the nucleus of a leadership 

goup of young people who *-** aensistent help with the 

Juniors activities. These Youth League members whonthe 

•hildren *•••* »° weI1 a-se faein« UP to the many •omPlex 



problem* which oonfronWyoung working girl3 and boys, Ttee^ws^ers 

arc intensely interested in the way tjs**e young people solve their 

problems, such as what sort of job, whether to continue with 

studies, what recreation, whether they join the E.Y.L., how they 

regard their parents. These and many other decisions which the 

ex juniors make are discussed by the juniors because they know full 

well that these 17 and 18 year old friends are now relatively 

independent and are thus making their own decisions about life. 

The juniors admire and accept these ex-members and readily take 

their advice. 
#-

i ; • 

It is necessary fow^w to organise Car children's organisation so 

that these youthful leaders have full opportunity to develop their 

initiative not only through leading the children but also in their 

association with other young and adult workers. Thus it is the 

task of the older ^aeration to plan so that these youthful leaders 

can give consistent help to the younger generation but at the same 

time giving tlin .yswth ample opportunity to develop many-sided 

activities apart from their work with the children. It is quite 

obvious that if we fail to give attention to the many__jsided 

development of our youthful leaders of the children's movement 

that we not only stunt the development of the particular youth 

but we fail to have a group of inspiring youth leaders for the 

children. 

Because the Junior Eureka League is lead by the Youth League the 

girls and boys who are members of the Children's organisation are 

able to develop friendships with members of the E.Y.L. and thus 
more 

they grow older and join the Youth Leage they are easily 

assimilated into the life of the League. At present between 

the ages of 14 and 16 years a girlf or boy can be a member of 

either the E.Y.L. or th Junior League. It depend, on the 

development of the member and of the branch of E.Y.L and J,E,L. 

as to which is the best group for the member of this age to 

belong. 



The organisation of Pioneer groups in the Junior Eureka League also 

assists Junior Leaguers to begin to participate regularly in the life 

of the Youth League. 

(SUB.HEADING) 

CHILDREN LEARN TO LEAD TI&lfc-eWK—J»Heft-iSA6W 

By participating in the commen life of the Junior 

League and making its interests their own the children learn to 

be guided in their conduct by the welfare of their own organisation. 

Membership in the Junior League must result in the children joining 

in collective planning and carrying out of activities. To merely 

collect children together occassionally and allow them to 

participate in activities which adults think are valuable to them 

or which the children gregariously demand that they should do;do*s 

not build an4 independent organisation of the Junior League, 

At the present stage of organisation of the Junior Leagae there 

are 
S not yet suffieieat experienced leaders nor are there enough 

^ocal branches of the Junior League for a stable system of self 

government and democracy for the children's organisation. 

How much self government can members be allowed? How should 

adults exert discipline? How can the cniloren's league be 

organised democratically? These and many other questions will 

remain incompletely answered until we have had much more wexperienoe 

with the type of organisation we are developing in the J.E.L. 

In some spheres ef activity where we have had some rather 

intensive experience definite answer/s can be given. For 

example with our oamping experience we can now more definitely 

plan how to organise the Camp Council and other groups to achieve 

certain results in teaching children self government. On the 

other hand as there has been only a limited experience in 

organising local groups of children the plans for self government 



will vary until a core of leaders have been trained and gioups 

of children have had enough experience to be able to work as a 

collective. It is possible to give some guide as to how 

to best build organisation which will develop the many 

sided abilities of the members of the J.E.L. 

One very definite theory which has been 
formulated 

from practise is that forms of democracy must 

mot be rigidly copied from adult constitutions but must 

allow for the rapidly changing and developing mature of 

the child members. For example, in the early days of the 

J.E.L. in nearly every State of Australia the organisation 

adopted a Council ferm of democracy with an elected 

president, secretary and so forthjs. The members of the 

Councils worked out Constitutions which are good examples of 

how girls and boys of about 13 years can understand the 

ramifications of organisation but which in practise were 

quite unsuitable to the Junior Eureka League in this stage 

of aajlc organisation of children. In using the 

constitution as the basis of organisation a few girls and 

boys were given intensive os-gips wwoe !•> organisation but they 

had little influence on the rest of the members and their 

experience really remained only at the theoretical level 

because while administering "democracy" within the Council 

they were not being trained to be creative members of a group 

of other girls and boys. This formal democracy has in some 

states been replaced by Groups of Pioneers and from the 

experience in the past year this form of organisation is 

better suited to prepare the girls and boys for membership 

in the Eureka Y outh league. 

Pioneers are girls and boys over twelve years ef~ 

age who are partly elected and partly selected by the members 

of the J.E.L. «mt At present the J.E.L. is organised as 

a central group in a district or town and thus it is difficult 

for membership to know all the members and the J.E.L. "flie 

Advisory Committee therefore takes the responsibility to help 
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select pioneers until such time as branch organisation is much 

more intimately connected with the daily lives of the members. 

The ^election of all Pioneers by the membership is an aim for the 

future. 

The Pioneer group has a threeHTold purpose. 

Firstly they discuss, decide and put into effeet sk the 

projects for the J.E.L. Secondly they are given some 

training through discussion groups, through reading recommended 

books, and by attending lectures and special weekends etc. 

Thirdly attention is given to assisting Pioneers to begin to 

be absorbed into Eureka Youth League activities. 

The Junior League Leaders have the responsibility pf 

of ensuring that the threefold function of the Pioneers is 

put into effect all the time but special Pioneers Days and 

Pioneer weekends are held from time to time. 

The following program for a Pioneer Day illustrates 

how the Pioneer organisation not only develops a creative collective 

leadership for the J.E.L. but in addition how the Pioneers are 

brought into close connection with the E.Y.L. 

During the afternoon on a Pioneer Day the girls and boys have a 

meeting at which a member of the Adult Advisory Committee gives 
re-tor^ 

a brief re%>art ©f recĵ ŶeSJdations from the Advisory Committee. 

The meeting is chaired by a Pioneer elected for that posjfclstion 

for the day. (The chairman could be elected for the term Hrf 

of three months biit election for the day gives more opportunity to 

all Pioneers to be chosen for the job occassionally) Another 

Pioneer is elected to keep brief records of decisions of the 

meeting. The member of the Advisory Committee helps the Pioneers 

to give each one of them a particular responsibility for a 

particular part of one of the projects which the J.E.L. has 

decided to carry out. All projects are planned to last a 

known length of tiime. 

At the next Club Day of the J.E.L. a member of the Pioneers 

gives a brief report on decisions of the meeting and in 

addition at the Pioneer tea a brief statement is made on the 

responsibilities that the Pioneers have accepted for the 

next period of time 



At tea time on the Pioneer Day there is a special—p^pose tea 

meeting. To this tea are invited all members of the Advisory 

Committee, members of the E.Y.L. Executive and some guests of 

honour depending on the theme of the special purpose tea. For 

example school teachers any be invited if it is intended to dis

cuss education, or Trade Unionists may be invited, or sports 

men or woĵ men etc. fBjg... The theme of the tea should be carried 

out by wall decorations such as phote or posters etc. and one of 

the guests of honour leads a discussion on the particular 

subject chosen. 

fff The special-purpose tea may not necessar^y have a speaker 

but some activity'"for example a successful way of ?JSCE 

popularising children as writers was used at one 

Pioneer tea when the Pioneers after tea divided into couples 

of reporters and went on a 20 minute excursion of the wKtaan 

suburb and came back and wrote reports on what they had seen. 

After tea the Pioneers sar to an E.Y.L. social function such as 

a dance. 
» 

The Advisory Committee has the task of seeing that Pioneers 

carry out the jobs delegated by the Pioneer meeting. 

Some of these tasks may be to work on an E.Y.L. committee, 

such as, a committee for an E.Y.L. camp or perhaps the 

pioneer has chosen to work on some campaign in the suburb 

where he lives for example by trainjfing a group of children 

for some celebration .Such as International Children's Day.or 

maybe their main task is to help some of the Adult J.E.L. 

leaders with some of the activities preparing for a Jjf.EL. 

function. The Advisory Committee must also give attention 

to seeing that the Pioneers are in touch with branches of 

the E.Y.L. which exist in their suburb or school, and that if 

suitable E.TST.L. study classes are being organised invitations 

to some of the older Pioneers should be given to attend these 

classes and the Advisory Committee should assist the Pioneer to 

attend. 
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In order to build the right form of organisation for the 

Junior Eureka League it is essential for all to fully 

understand th&..-&Qle jfcg—&£4he Junior Etwfoka -League. 

Fiaawtlî y the role of the Junior Eureka League as an# 

wiiHKatiffirx educator of the children through activities 

which the children enjoy.... such as dancing dramatic 

games, painting, sport, producing their own papers, 

finding out about the world by excursionw, hikes and 

bike rides. 

Wfeile-leaa?»iftg-̂ *effl~%feeê -ê %4Vi%ie«7-€k*-%̂ -««««-%*«e~%fee 

-̂ TSvJjv-meffibeaae-ffittê -be-givea 

It is important to avoid allowing the Pioneer group to 

become an exclusive clique. Thus to the special purpose 

• - teas other members of the J.E.L. are especially invited 

e.g. to the Pioneer Sports Tea all J.E.L. members in sports 

teams or clubs should be invited. Similarly to a High 

School tea all High School and Tech. School members should 

be invited -fcn fr^C dBea. In this way it is possible to find 

out who are the J.E.L. members who should next be elected 

to be Pioneers. 

Another way to avoid the Pioneers becoming a clique, but 

at the same time avoid watering down the importance of a 

consistent feroup leading the J.E.L. is to have elections to 

the Pioneers several times yearly. 

The whole membership of the J.E.L. should be invited to the 

Club day at which the Pioneers are elected. Prior to the 

election^ the Advisory Committee and the Pioneers should 

discuss who should be recommended to be elected as Pioneers 

and this group of J.E.L. members should be nominated as 

recommendations by the Pioneers. In making these 

nominations the Pioneer member should explain why each 

one has been recommended, e.g. The Pioneer Council suggest 

Joan because she carried out the job of Bungalow leader at 

the camp very well, or because she consistently writes 

articles for Pioneer, or because she trains to be excellent 



aif sport and has rje-

o_r because she brings new girls and bys to J.E.L. 

functions. etc.^Sfep. Besides the nominations recommended 

by the Pioneers the membership can nominate girls and boys 

and similarly as each nomination is made the nominator should 

explain why they think such a person should be a pioneer. 

Th^rc&so.n/olry children/,/should, explain their choice of a 
candidate for ttio rioncers, is because it is necessary to teach 
the children to have C \ ponsible attitude to elections. In this 

v/op-axtcddii-iiif the elections become an occassion on which the ctao: 
members loami what is expected of them ao members of the J.U.L. 
and how they can fit themselves ho foe a member of the collective 
leadership group of the Pioneers. 

Fach Fioneer should be presented witha a Pioneer scarf( a red 
scarf is used in most state where Pioneers have been established] 
The presentation of'the scarf shoul "be-made at a function of the 
EurcPa Youth Leagoe* The three main occassions on which such 
presentations have usually been made are at St Hay Day,rrcjiniiE±^: 
the Flureka League State Conference, and Furega Day. As these 
three days are separated by about 4 months they are well spaced 
throughout the year and are suiteb^le for ensuring that frequent 
additions are maf.e to the collective leadership-: of the Pioneero. 

As cacli new group of children join the.Pioneers group there 
should "oe a diocasoicm on the qualities of a Pioneer .At one 
of these discussions held in 1951 a fifteen year old boy 
brought fcairont an essay he had written on Pioneer organisation. 
This essay is printed inocfiiFic ii.jje.in full because it is not/ 
osed as a guide for.leading such a Pioneer discussion and it is 
also of value to show (leaders of the children's organisation 
the qualities that atrxxLonin teenagers (older-J.F.'Lcrs] strive 
to develop in themselves. The contribution of this essay by. 
this Pioneer was an entirely vjx1anio±ary voluntary action and 
the writer has not only tried to live up to this standard him
self but is an inspire, leader to the children who arc now 
members o ^ ^ j u ^ g ^^^Mm^ TOOLS. 

Each Pioneer has been selected for that honour because 

he has shown ability in some type of work, for instance 

ballet dancing, sport, leadership, and so on. But another 

and equally important factor in their being chosen is their 

conduct and attitude towards the J.E.L. and its members. 

Once a Pioneer is selected, he has the responsibility of 

educating himself, both^ culturally and politically, and 

he should become familiar with E.Y.L. activities and take part i 

in them. 

The first method of education for the Pioneer is 

the Pioneer class. These classes are on topical and 

important subjects of to-day, and are a method of giving older 

Junior Leaguers a basic political education. For a Pioneer to 

obtain the full benefit of the class 

http://ii.jje.in
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he must find out what the class is to discuss, read 

pamphlets and articles on what is to be discussed and 

should talk over the subject with friends or parents. 

This way Pioneers can come to a class prepared to add 

something useful to the discussion, So that Pioneers 

should not lose the usefulness of the class, an£ idea would 

be to take notes and at the next gong----1 rnrrtiin£ one. of the 

Pioneers could give a short 5 minute talk, actually a precis of 

the discussion, to the rank and file members of the J.E.L. 

A second method of education is practical 

indoor work, such as wall-boards, pasters, newspaper, etc. 

Each Pioneer could be made responsible for a wall-board for 

a particular month, or could be responsible for the wall-

board all the time. Thio misghi mean 'frhact=-a Gousoillbr 

(bj_au»h) ~±ŷ *«"««>to!Pgo -ty^l^mw^cMboardgay also amKpSrtr • 

-I« l.lila£̂ oa«w~-£hswBAiraee:E;. cpuld- act as assistant te- the 

coynerlirui'i The same could apply to the newspaper. 

A third method of education wnnld be outdoor 

activities, like collecting aid for strikes, publicising 

the J.E.L., bike rides, picnics and others. In this way 

Pioneers in particular can see what are the real problems 

which confront them, and what the real conditions are. 

Admittedly, non-Pioneers can take part in the second two 

methods, but the Pioneers should be the ones who see that 

these methods are really a success, that wall boards are 

changed often, and made more interesting, that collecting 

signatures and finance are done more actively. 

Each Pioneer, as his knowledge becomes wider., more 

understanding, is thus fitted to lead and teach the non+ 

Pioneer members. He is able to see just how he can help 

make the J.E.L. a g± bigger, better children's organisation, 

and build its strength with knowledge of man and society as his 

tools. With this knowledge will come conviction, and 

conviction is the basis of all work with our members. 

LEAD THROUGH LEARNING AND LEARN THROUGH LEADING. Pioneers 

are the present leaders of the J.E J. 



To be able to lead a Pioneer must have confidence in 

himself, must know exactly what his aims are, and m± 

must be firmly convinced that Socialism with all it 

means, is brought closer by his proper leadership of 

the J.E.L. 

He must have confidence in himself and above all, Junior 

Leaguers should have confidence and trust in him as their leader 

Pioneers must aim. to be able to lead J.E.L. in all fields. 

In social activities, they should help to organize 

functions, bazaars, socials, and games. They must see that 

everybody enjoys themselves, and they should be able, at a 

time when Junior Leaguers are doing nothing, to show them 

something useful to do, and should lead the others by 

immediately setting an example. 

g-a.«u>fc LaxK*uJ2 f*-<*d**£j 
In political aotivitioo and campaigns, the Pioneers must 

set a high standard of work. The Pioneer must show the 

Junior Leaguers just what can be done if youx set out to 

do it with a will. The Pioneers Should be the shock— 

brigaders, recruiting new members and collecting more 

finance. He should, every time, try to explain to the 

other Junior Leaguers what our aims are, how we can achieve 

them, and what opposition faces us. The Pioneer must 

set the example, show how work can be done in a better way, 

help each individual member to develop their best abilities, 

and he must alway s see that if he takes on a job he does it 

properly and finishes it. 

TO LEAD; WE MUST BE CONSCIOUS OF OUR RESPONSIBILITIES. 

Pioneers must be conscious of their responsibilities. 

All their activities must be carried out in a friendly, 

team-work way. To be able to do their best work they 

must be able to restrain themselves. By restrain, I 

Meaiyfchat whatever they are doing, playing games or 

travelling, they should act so that they do not do any

thing ant i-s o c ial, 
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that is, act like larrikins or in a way that does not fit 

their age. 

When Pioneers are capable of really controlling themselves, 

then we opn say a big step has been taken, that they have of theii 

own free will realized what is th e best method of doing their ws* 

ooovk, and by controlling themselves they will be able to do better 

work. (In simple terms, "restraint" means no mucking about that 

is anti-social^. 

When Pioneers have obtained the quality of self-control, then 

they can always guide other Junior Leaguers in this matter, and 

if any Junior Leaguer mucks about unnncessarily then the Pioneer 

should show him that what he has done is really an obstruction 

to the building of the Junior League, and should explain what the 

correct thing to do would have been. It is natural that 

children do become mischievous, but when# this affects the 

personal relations of people or affects the J.E.L. then it 

should be stopped. Pioneers by realizing how they should 

act must set an example to the JE.L. members., 

HELP BY EXPLAINING. Whenever TXm^lEmXStt.'gKZ Pioneers or 

the J.E.L. as \whole have taken part in some activity, held a. 

camp, or organized some function the Pioneers should be able to $ 

see what mistakes were made by themselves and others. They 

would make sure that next time these mistakes don't occur, 

and how it is possible to arrange the activities in a better 

way. If somebody has made a mistake or done something wrong, 

or does not know how to do something, the Pioneefc should 

patiently explain the why's and wherefore's of the mistake or 

subject. 

An important aspect of education is the participation of 

Pioneers in E.Y.L. activities. If pessible, they should try 

to attend the Branch meetings and activities of their local 

E.Y.L. Branch and in this way find out just how the E.Y.L. works 

and know what will be expected of them. Pioneers should read 

KK Challenge and the Guardian as part of their effort to 

obtain a wider knowledge of the adult and youth struggles of 

today. 
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Summing up, the duties of a Pioneer are to lead, lear?* 

have self-control and be conscious of your duties. 

(Fr<M06F^p^eTTa~a-r theTFgtiQnal C ongrFss.) 

, H . '"VJH^SQSfr' yiemrs) 
organisssiwevn t h e children as leaders of their own organisation/it 

must be appreciated that children are not born with a strong will 
or a weak will. Character and volitional qualities are formed in 
the process of life. The children'^ust learn that the Junior Lea&iu 
is a place for collective activity. While appreciating the 
difficulties which face the children as they grow up under 
capitalism and not demanding from them tasks which they are not 
in the position to fulfill, nevertheless the children in the 
J.E.L. should aspire to the Pioneer standard. 
"It is tradition that every Pioneer must give an account to his 
comrades on the accurate fulfillment of any assignment acfcfe that 
has been given to him. The Pioneer organisation requires from 
every one of its members scrupulous performance of any task that 
may be assigned, and does not tolerate any such behaviour that 
could be regarded as anj| inherent quality of mollycoddles and 
shirkers who do not like to work, and have no regard for other 
peopleU labour" (jfrom a report by A. Gussev on Soviet 
Pioneers/) 

(sub heading^) 
Children Learn about the Futiage-i^rrough Vrcjje^bi ^ 

The teaching of peace and international friendship to 

children establishes moral values which are not at 

present universal in our society. Our task of teaching 

children peace takes the children beyond the limits of H-H«-

present day *fl_ttsW *Saftr-©fc*^"*A,5 **"* ***•*('ty" 

We are constantly faced with the problem of how to gras$> 

opportunities through which children can learn about peace 

through their own experience. 

The World Federation fo Democratic Youth has shown the 

direction of the work . The three World Festivals have been 

amongst the greatest peace offensives of all times. In 

preparing, participating and reporting back on the Festivals thi 

the youth and children have demonstrated that sport, dancing, s: 

singing, and drama are teaching mediums for peace. 

The festivals have given th e y outh of the world a 

central task around which peace forces from many sections 

of the community have been rallied. Through the Challenge 

of the Festivals not only has international frien dship 

been cemented.but also all who^ participated in sending nat

ional del e gations 
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tp the Festivals have had a chance of a glimpse of what the 

future holds for a world at peace. Educationalists 

have for a long time recognised that the project 

method of teaching is the most practical method for 

adolescents and young people. 

The World Festivals have been projects of world s<tze. 

Onlu the peace planners can use the whole world for 

educational projects. The appreciation that we 

have the resources of all progressive mankind at the 

disposal of the educators for Peace is the key to all 

our peace teaching. 

The Festivals have given youth and children a perspective 

leading to tomorrow's joy. Makarenko the great 

Soviet teacher worked out in practise such a system of 

?nct perspectives the essence of which he defined in the 

following words. "Man must have something joyful 

ahead to live for. The true stimulus in human life is 

the morrow's joy. In pedagogical technique this 

is not too distant '̂?ax Joy is one of the most 

important objects to be worked for. In the first place 

the joy itself has to be organised, brought to life, and 

converted into a possibility , Next primitive sources of 

satisfaction must be steadily converted into more complex and 

humanly significant joys To educate a man is to furnish 

him with a perspective leading to tomorrow's joy%. 

Makarenko's success with the children's colonies under his 

direction proved that such perspectives kept the collective 

in a bouyant, joyous mood; and the clear cut purpose 

strengthened the children's confidence in their own 

powers and spurred them to strive for greater achievements. 

How does the Junior Eureka League give the children such 

perspectives? A review of some of the work of the 

Junior Eureka League in Victoria from March 1951 until 

March 1952 is the best way to illustrate some of the 

methods of work which have been developed in the 

children's peace movement. 
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Through participating in the preparation for the 

departure of the Australian delegation for the third 

World Festival the children made friendship gifts, 

organised many money-raising functions and activities and 

helped with a numwer of Festival functions. As a result 

of the Festival campaign the Spring Camp was organised on 

the theme of using entertainment flto teach children peace 

and international friendship. During the holiday the 

children produced sketches and puppet plays, a regular 

dance class was held and films and singing groups were also 

used as entertainment for peace. Not until after the 

camp was it clearly seen which entertainment activities 

could be carried on 8&e*mms&m&*emk$. it was not possible 

to decide in advance which activities would appeal to the 

girls and boys, and who, wojjld be the people to continue to 

leas the children in *fee field after the camp. Never theless 

the camp was planned as the starting point for some concert 

which could be used not only to give children an opportunity 

to further develop the talents that had been brought out at 

the camp , but also fiT lAiH^fi 
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0.4 public aHtKKXxiKmaitk: performance through which the importance 

of using entertainment to teach children about peace could be 

popularised, 
v\u^.t»tv* 

For a bavcr of reason^ and the most obvious of these were the 

enthusiasm, initiative and conviction of two teen-aged girls 

(aged 14 years and 15 years) the children's dance group proved 

to be the only group which was in a position to immediately 

follow through and develop^ theatrical production. For the 

three months following the camp 30 children trained and rehearsed 

for the juniors first Xmas Peace Review., Items, costumes, 

theatre staff, decorations, wallboard, interval refreshments, 

publicity and finance were all organised by the children's 

Dance Group vhich was led by these two veryi young dance leaders. 
. Revue„ • 

/oluch could be written about how ,from the Children's Peace xaxxms 

the best items were selected for the Australian Carnival, With 

assistance from more experienced dancing teachers the Junior 

Dance Group was able to enter 4 dances in the Carnival Dance 

Competition and were successful in winning a first and second 

award in an open competition. 

^n11 n-"i ng nn from t.hp f^rm'"^—^n^-^3^^—Uhe uir̂ 9i?-TP«a4ej_s in a 

pu.nber o*£-suburbs we-ye-iyeê »efir94-ble-f'OT- training groupo of-yowager 

•ehildren to participate" in Items for TKe~~i952 International 

'Children^ ©ayHP^ii^u^ 

More important than the participation of a small weUntrained 

group of dancers in the Carnival competition was the fact that 

the great majority of juniors were brought into activity in 

preparing for the Victorian children's delegation to go to 

Sydney. Through numerous local functions and the making of 

vJ.StS for interstate friends the children who stayed at home 

participated in preparing for the carnival. j 

The development of initiative of childvon shrough ite» Peace 
•fU#K^ Ftp /C 

Revue and^arnival resulted In a number of suburban groups of 

children being trained by Junior Eureka League members to 

present items at the International Children's Day Concert in 

1952. 

This brief history of the development of fekx children through 
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one type of group activity has some important lessons for all to 

learn if they are serious about assisting to build the children's 

peace movement. 

Firstly it will be seen that each project gave a group of children 

the possibility of realising a joy in the not-too-distant future. 

In each of the projects discussed different groups of children 

participated although throughout the whole year the nucleus of 

the group remained intact. But at the. successful conclusion of the 

project those children who were not in a position to continue to 

take such an intensive part in Junior activities were able to 

drop out without feeling as if they had wrecked the organisation. 

This is particularly important to mnderstand because girls and 

boys 10 to .16 years old have such a variety of interests and have 

definite periods during which they must concentrate on their 

school studies. An organisation which expects them to maintain 

their enthusiasm over an indefinite period of. time is making an 

unreal and excessive demand on them. 

Secondly as each project was culminating the goo^s of the new 
sown 

projects were s&saa. Thus those children who were in a position to 

continue to devote a great deal of time to their organisation 

could clearly see how to carry on activity, not in the same way, 

but at a higher level of responsibility. For example numerous 

3£itOjfeo can be cited where teenage children have initiated and led 

a group of younger children emulating the leadership during the 

Children's Peace Revue, 

Thirdly the neo children who joined the newly-started projects 

* -neve able to feel that they were in at the beginning and that 

they themselves were initiating and bringing to life the joy of 

the future. The continual addition of new children into th© 

projects releases initiative not only of th? new children but of 

the more experienced children and gi->.oa to our organisation*, a 

-enoved sense of pioneering together. Thus through projects there 

are not only culminations of joys but initiating stimuli to 

plan new joys. 

Fourthly the projects did not aim at teaching children to really 

master the techniques of dancing, or painting or publicity etc. 



incidental). But arising from their experience in the projects 

some of the children have no?/ joined dance classes, *sssP art 

classes, and 5£>$«////I C>U*to% 
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where they can give consistent attention to the mastery of one 
aspect of culture. 

To boys and girls in their teens it is the things which are is* 

learnt with personal satisfaction which really matter and the 

project method of work.gives scope for individual girls and boys to 

initate and develop their own ideas of carrying out activity around; 

a particular theme. . If/virile participating with other children in 

this way yÂ ne* intensive instruction then our organistatiom should 

assist him to find the best tea.cher for that Subject. This does not 

exclude the particular child from joining in the next projects and 

perhaps finding stt.ll different fields of activity which he desired* 

and plans to master^/. Project^' butgggwb education give the child st 

spec/*/ 
starting points from which he can decide in what pji»-nmular 
direction he can furtherhis development with personal satisfa.ction 

while at the same time he can make a contribution to the -common 

cause of the people. 

Fifthly it will be seen tî at each of the projects had peace as 

the centre! theme of the activities and thus all history, all 

countries of-the world and all the variety of ways man can express 

his gopes and desires were xkmrkxjsxsnsxxt at the disposa.l of the 

children. Not only th$&, but through learnigg about peace the 

children have forged a weapon which is of value to all peace lovers. 

Even with very limited numbers it has been possible to produce 

dancers and plays, paintings and scrap books which have nbfc only 

been a great source of creative satisfaction to the children but hr?% 

assisted adults and youth to more clearly see the path to Peace. 
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This Victorian example of onej^ear's^activity^on one.type: 

of project illustrates some of the principles of the project method 

of work. Ini lied in this soarcEiifcijsn: method is the conception,not 

of a single project for an individual child, out ro/fc'ner asoseries 

of smaller project grouped around and leading to a larger all-soda 

embracing project and carried out collectively by groups of 

children of different levels,ags and abilities,co-operating 

together within the framework of the bigger project. 

I# this way every child is encouraged to play his own 

part according to his own particular bent,yet with due regard to 

the efforts of his mates. Only in this way can a "collective" or 

a "team-spirit;' develop. In the long ran,it is the collective which 

gives the greatest possible stimulus to individual effort,at the 

same time puviding the best possible training of character. 

The development of character as an integral part of the 
work 

collective team/ essential to the organising of projects for 

tomorrow's joy deserves special attention. 

The general theoretical -point/of the United nations 

Declaration "The Child must be brought up in the consciousness that 

its talents must be devoted to the service of its fellow men " , 

±s;.ia.prec:t±nal: quasiioiT^nafc cannot be solved by adults preaching 
by 

to children,but only xractically,3ajii/the children's own collective 

teaching their own members in their own way through t he organisation 

of projects, which adults can help initiate and help develop,but Eimjs 

which must lie well within the unders.tsn.d±ngo..afmiiu2:c grasp of the 

chi 1 dr en to understand and fuifrix. accorap 1 i sh. 
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"tps-Sj-B̂ Awhen children decide on an issue they act. They have not yet 

e 

had the inbdbiting influence of failure and are therefore more 

energetic and instantaneous in carringout their decisions then any 

other age group, and they >X#XCK expect such behaviour from adults. 
^ / 

Thus the leaders of the Junior League must train themselves to be 
/ For o 
worthy of the children's trust in them., When a promise is made of 

^ ^ od weather or b; d and 'rive 
an excursion arranged it must be carrieA nut/ On the other hand: 
Children have not yet devoloped their powers of concentration and 

thus what is planned must be fulfilled in the not-too-distant future 

and any tasks that the children undertake to carry out should be 

t&st± such that they can see the results of their own efforts. 
OH*? y 

Leaders of the children iauot "fee responsible for presenting new 

ideas to children andAsome action ..inspired by these ideas. 
_» ^ / 4 

Here is a womft of advice to adults from Professor Kornilov 

quoted from his article on 'Developing Will Power In Children' 

"Just cherishing fewfeKxnoble emotions without practising what they 

dictate rears sentimental people capable of feeling but not a.cting. 

If we sympathise with a person in distress, we must help him; if our 

indignation aH±x±akw is aroused by an injustice suffered by someone' 

we must openly express our indignation and take the part of the one 

unjustly treated^ k& positive emotion is of va.lue only to the extent 

that it calls forth a corresponding act. Herin lies the significance 

of the emotional element in cultivating the will." 

Thus the ranks of the Junioar Eureka League children i 

taught te\suit actions to emotions all through life. 

. . . 

io dooo not . ,t ohildr ooald be encc to do 

stive ox their social effect as in the oo 

F f in th. th 

baod "bad i ' an the e of the people . 

,tho oollectii . to raise finance 

by tJ nior [,.•.,• . i it 

tiiEtniho '; inta ia 

it li 

omi—fur ag ;ressive war -mi 
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Pioneer Leader. A. Gussev explains that "The children do that for 

which they have strength enough to do, but e^exj task is a contrib-
n 

ution to the common ca.use of the people. 

Membership in the Junior League should spur the children on to 

be persistent, staunch and determined,at the same tfcme it should 

breed contempt for false conceit and bragging, carelessness and 

smugness. Thus the correct organisation of the collective life of 

the Junior Eureka League is a. ta.sk of tl'ie utmost impot^ance for 

http://ta.sk


In order to gain consist n* enthusiatic support and assistance 

**©» t e children's collective It is necessary to plan so that 

*rery time the ehildren are brought together that they iarticipate J 

in some purposeful project, * 

la disouesing the work of the Youth League ia China Peng Wen-
a 

Hag says- "All meeting of the League must he oonduoted in/lively 

and effleoent meaner. Adequate preparations must be made before her 

hand. Every meeting must bare its theme and aim, and everjfr meet-

lag must e able te eolve certain problems sno to educate the a 
su 

classes, Pnnoooaeary meetings and those without a d-finite aim and 

preparation must not be held." 

Thsi is even more important in the children's league* 

Here again the Junior League shows that it plays a different role 

from other •••lif children*s organisations which have the main aim 

of *k*eplng the children busy*, or even a more negative aim of 

'keeping the children off the street*. Because many clubs begin 

with the assumption th« t the chlldreoa are •problems', _!here are L_ 

c onceJfctl one as to whew to organise the children are based on start 

—lag with s all groups and *devol oping the' individual behaviour 

pattern* * as new recruits are added. This distrust of the chilar•/ 

(fear of the people) is also shown by the fact th; t ia such clubs 

he Club Leader counsel the parents about the beh.avw.our of the 

ohildraa and thus there is a field of work If for the Social Case W 

Workers along side of the club leader. 

In Xh* Junior Eureka league difficult behaviour is dealt with 

by iha children*e collective. That as by all the children 

cot earned discussing with the children who lead the organisation 

and the adults how to overcome behaviour problems, all the 

ehildren xarJc who participate learn from these discussions and the 
qtv-ts. a. t***iu^ 

educating and uniting forces of a purposeful program noufW&imliiluu 
clfiA sfufiAavd hMstr*lo*y cL+Uvei*. tU>n*<j*Jv&\ £"««* -• <***j^ tU^Jt*" (S ^ _ # V 

that-all uliildren work for the common interest of the pstigo 

movement* As the Junior Eureka League gains experience th re are 

f»-r fewer end fewer occaselons on which such dieoussions need to 

take plaoe because the organisation sets a stand; rd of behaviour 

which suoh discu sione need to take place beoauae the organisation 

sets a standard of behaviour whloh is accepted by thedilldrne. 

http://beh.avw.our


It ia important for adults to tealise that young people want 

to know what is expeotedof them, what qualities they should try to 

develop in order to become worthwile people, 2hey like to hove a 

standard to reach and here it ia revelant to quate A. Stroyev in a 

report in 'Pioneers in t he U.S. 3.1;.• 

"In the ranks of the Toung Pioneers children ar© brought up to b« 

educated people with a highly developed mentality, organised. 

disiplined and punctual, valuing their own and other people's time, 

simple in their rave sail ana relations with other people, respectful 
i 

to their elders attentive to the weak, age* aad small and all who 

are in nneed of their help* People are net bora that way* w 

In Australia we have theaask of building th Junior Eureka Leag* 

as the heart Jay the children's peace movement* Wlmli mil I- UT young 

poQjalo^sy^e^coJaq^ '$*a&&3US&r> 

gnnrfl tan whip, tinders tending and love of the adult labour movement* 

Jhat sort of young people re developed an the ranks oi the 
en FCZ 

Junior Eureka League depends gaxaaaot guidance, education, leadershij 
guardianship, understanding and love that the adult labour move

ment devotes to the building of the children's organisation* The 

next page^of 4>aU feaek dealjrwith the responsibilities which the #SJ 

pereat generation vfhave to the chlldrne. 

i 



apayt* from the function of the Youth League to ijuroride the 

oaln leadership for the cnildren'e aatiTitiee , dealt with 
four 

iii the bast section, thoro are vajdoncs SmaaaamSsm ttesBsx 
main sroupjnso of the adult generation proper which have 

a rol. to play, m e labour move-wot, the woman'o movement, 

tho parents* auxiliaries and the advisory oosratteos. Because 

eMldren cno»d protection their organisation must draw on 

the assistance of older people* 

& 



The Lalooiir fa<}(Pvk&uJ- A $ f"^ 

Sirla and boys In the 10 to 16 age group are striving to be IMependaat and In 

the past pages consideration has basn given to shoe how the organisation of thf 

Junior Eureka League takes the natural striving into consideration. Under 

capitalist the conflicts of growing up frequently result in children first 

struggling against their parents* At the same time we know from experience 

that all ehildren want to be able to love and respect their parents and the 

generation to which their parents belong. In our society children are assisted 

to grow away from their parents by the very entertainment that they are offered 

by the films, radio and comic strips, which deride and laugh at the older 

generation* 
while 

The rallng class popularise such anti-parent sentiments whixfe at the same time 
preaching that ehildren should love honour and obey their parents* Nearly a 

hundred years ago Marx pointed out the root cause of this duplicity. In the 

Ckneannlst Manifesto Marx says, "The ruling ideas of each age have ever bean the 

ideas of the ruling class*" 

In our society the ideas of the capitalist class arenot only paddled by the 

propaganda organs such as comics, films radio programs, but also by some of 

the teachers and club leaders. We are all familiar with the school teaehsr who 

remarks "Goodness knows what sort of homes you ehildren must come from." and 

the club leader who smugle and piously proclaims vmir love for the "under* 

provileged" children who are members of their club, saying "The kiddies are 

lovely, but we are up against such terribel parents"* This leads on to the t 

theories of some child psychologist who extravagantly elalmi that "there are 

no problem ehildren, only problem parents." 

Such remarks are symptomatic of the patronage of the capitalist class which 

use the press, schools, elubs, libraries and theatre to express the sentiments 3 

of their class| and because the! parent working class generation fight back 

against such patronage thejr are derided and ridiculed as "problems". a 

Early in 1952 in Melbourne there was a conference on "Youth in Industry" at 

which leaders of Church Clubs, the Federal and State Presidents of the Chamber 

of Commerce and several Right Wing Trade Union Officials had a "Character 

ducat Ion Enquiry". In the findings and recommendations from the conference the 

uel responsibility of employers" was dealt with in the following words t 

"Emploters haws s dual responsibility ... first in regard to leadership of 

itry as productive machine and secondly as controllers of groups of human 
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>lngs for a large part of their time ... / 

It was felt that it is necessary to guide and in some cases protect youth 

igarding evil doctrines, wrong attitudes, and character destroying habits 

Hch may be taught juniors bu older employees. 

"It is almost impossible for a lad to maintain high standards of conduct 

ion faced with the weight of public opinion he would meet In some groups of 

>rkers." , 

aere is nok doubt that many people who particupated in this "Character Educa-3] 

ion Conferenee" Ttere emneerely Imbued with helping youthe but because they do 

t ot understand tke basic contradictions of the elass chaaacter of capitalist 

oeiety thexa findings and recommendationsof the conference are directed at 

sking youth TACTS adjusted to the capitalist mode of production ... despite the 

act that one special speech was entitled "The Adjustment of Industry to Youth" 

in the labor movement there is no basis for antagonism between ehildren and 

idults. The Junior Eureka League exists to assist parents to allow their chil-

Iren to grow up to be independently active in the struggle for a better life. 

Because the child learns in his own organisation how the working elass are 

takin g history into their own hands his love and respect for his own parents 

becomes a love and respect for the older generation of workers. \ 

The whole labor movement must claim the children's organisation as its very 

own family, the members of which are actively busy carrying out their own in

dependent tasks and in so doing developing the ever-widening experience of the * 

orking class •• not only widening their own experience bat enriching the 

men's movement, the trade union movement, the youth movement, because as part 

j ' the working class they ere playing a vital role in the battle for their very 

?e*. in the battle for world peace. Children themselves are people and we 1 

I esure an^ develop them because they are individuals with their own Indepen- , 

jB- t role to play. 

f\ ously the children cannot play any role in society without the adult move- 5 

it, > Just as/S good parent teaches a child In its early years "to manage by 

1 f" but at the same time never places a child In a position welch Is 3 

lit feisly dangerous or socially and mentally too big for it to manage .. so 11; 

res pons ihllity of the adult labor movement to be the throughtful parent 

children's organisation and to place the Junior Eureka League in such 

ion that the ehildren can manage by themselves within the limits of the: 

I and mental capacities. 

the analogy further, just as a good parent Is Interested in the 
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friends of the family, and children are thus links with other 

groups of people ... so also it is the responsibility of the adult 

labor movement to be the proud parent of the children's organisa

tion and to arrange so that the Junior Eureka League joins with 

other children's groups on occasions on which both have a common * 

Special consideration needs to be given to the role of the women's 

movement in relationship to the role of the children's organisation. * 

Lenin has desreibed the life of working class women under capitalism * 

as being the life of "the slave of a slave" and he gave particular 

emphasis on the need to win women for the campaign for a better 

world* He pointed out that: "Women wprkers and peasants are the 

mothers who bring up our children ... the future of our country* 

They can cripple toe spirit of the children or give us youth with a 

healthy spirit, capable be? taking our country forward." 

The Junior Eureka League exists primarily as the children's inde

pendent organisation and for it to be really Independent It Is 

necessary for it to be led by the Youth League not by the women's 

organisation* At the same time the women's movement has a big 

responsibility for th© development of the children's league and the 

children's league also max contributes to the building of the 

women's organisations* The role of mothers and children can best be 

Illustrated by the eaample of the work of the Mothers and Children's 

Camps which are organised by the Junior Eureka League. Because 

the Junior Eureka League teaches a real love and respect for 

parents it is possible to hold camps at which both mothers and 

children attend* In children's clubs sponsored by charity com ittees 

camps are regarded as occasions on which the club leaders can tach 

the children the "standards" and "values" of the ruling class. There

fore it is not possible for other children's organisations to hold 

camps at axk which both mothers and children attend together* In 

the Junior Eureka League however, the mothers and children's camps 

are a powerful instrument in building the Independent organisation 

of the Junior League and at the same time assisting the mothers 

to be more active in the peace movement. 

Mothers and children's camps particularly serve the girls and 



boys about tftoiryears of age. at such camps the children can take 

their first steps Into their own League and at the same time the 

mothers can see for themselvesthe type of organisation which their 

children are joining. By participating in camp activities with other 

mothers the mothers are able to find new ways of being active for a 

better life now that their family is growing more independent. 

Mothers In particular know what the* desire for their family. They 

suffer most because of the inadequate provision for their children 

and largely on their participation Depends the building of new forms 

of organisation around the needs of the children* 

Fascism was able to come to power In Germany teaaa partly because 

of the demoralisation of the housewife and thus one of QJ*T irgent 

tasks is to find ways of uniting women to fight for peace. Surely a xi 

very natural way which presents itself is to find ways of uniting -

mohters to fight for health, homes and play places for their 

children* But we cannot expect women to overcome all the fetters 

which capitalism imposes on ner without the aid of the organised 

working class. Mothers in particular need help to take the first 

steps In accepting political responsibilities -but wnen organisation 

is close enough to their own lives for them to understand its 

importance for their own family, their initiative is released. 

For many mothers the junior camp has been the first step into a 

fuller llfs. Similarly other family functions such as parties, 

picnics etc. can be starting points for the formation of women's 

groups. To prepare for the function the mothers make the children's 

concert costumes, prepare the party food, decorate the $all and 

collect she gifts and prises* In order to free women from the sink 

and the stove it is necessary to use the familiar creative activities 

of cooking and craft work aa the first steps into participation in 

life outside the home. Social organisation around the political 

needs of her children can give scope to a housewife's creative 

homemaking qualities. n , A .// / / / \ 

As the children's organisation frows consideration needs to be given 

to the formation of auxiliaries of parents, particularly of mothers, 

to assist the children, especially to assist the dance groups with 

their costumes and the eamps with their catering and other domestic 

+ b. taken to ensure that auch 
arrangements. But care must be taken assistance 



from parents is not substituted for assistance from the whole lak 
labour movement. 
Care must also be taken so that parents, particularly mpthers, 
are not gstx encouraged to remain too closely associated with the 
leadership of activities of the independent children's organisation. 
There are two reasons, firstly to avoid fmother love" holding back 
the independence of children and secondly because women s interests 
need to be directed to broader fit4ds. Itxxaxxawa 
At a Nazi rally in 1934 Hitler samd "The world of man is the State, 
the world of man is his struggle, his self dedication to the 
community, and thus we may say the world of women is a smaller\one. 
For her world is her husband, her family, her children and her 
house....Our National Socialist Women's Movement contains one 
single point and that point is the child." Gontrast this withthe 
role assigned to women by Lenin, when he said : "EVery cook^ 
(housewife) must"learn to govern the state." 

Furthermore, Lenin called the kindergarten and Pioneer Clubs "Shoots 
of Socialism" partly because these organisations provide a service 
which frees women for greater participation in building a better 

world and also because the new generation starts afresh and develops 

new ideas and new traditions. 

In the sense that capitalism does not provide for the emancipation of 

working class women it Is not possible to regard the children's 

league as a shoot of saaxaxn socialism} but In the sense that through 

the Junior Eureka League we can glimpse something of what the future 

holds for all who fight for socialism we can regard the Junior Eureka 

League as a "shoot of socialism** It Is an inspiration to study and 

participate In the creative forms of organisation which the Junior 

Eureka League is pioneering for the Australian working class family. 

Mothers in particular need to heed the words of the poet Kahlil Gabrin: 

"Your children are not your ehildren, 

They are the sons and daughters of life's longing for Itself 

They come through you but not from you, 

And though they are with you they belong not to you. 

You may give them your love but not your throughts, 

For they have their own throught3j 

You nay house their bodies but not their souls; 

For their 30uld dwell In the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit 

not even in your dreams. 

You may strive to be like them, 
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But seek not to make them like you, 

For life goes not backward *?$ 

Hor tarries with yesterday." 

Children must have parental protection, but this does not mean that 

parents must possess them.^* the other hand, in fighting against 

being over-possessive care must be taken not to neglect the 

children. Many parents realise that they â fe themselves limited in 

their knowledge of bringing up their family and they proudly iSsMo 

of the feet that their children are out of their control* Some 

theories on child psychology justify children passing through a 

stage when they are xxnk like young animals aad this justifies 

eMlde** in mobbing round without thought or ease for anyone else. 

The older generation is charged with the protection of the children/ 

Mot only the provision of food, shelter and clothing but also / 

ensuring that the children's thoughts and ideas are developed so tf ' 

later they can play their part in the building of a better life 

for all. 

Sails agreeing with most of skat Gabrien cay a,we cannot 

agree with our peat to the extent that he euggeetu that parents 

cannot give their children "thoughts". This Is similar to en 

equally bad modern doctrine which holds that no matter how 

decadent films or ooalea may be,they do not affect the child's 

mind. 

Clearly,parente share with the Junior jJureka League,the 

responsibility of assisting their ehildren to combat alien, 

decadont.unprogreoalve ideas . 

In most States,Advisory Committees of fcdulte have been formed 

_n»*Eat&*-tfHBft to asaist with the Initiation and oarly development 

of Junior League organisation. 

At present,there is as yet no established practise as to the 

sis© or qualification for membership of such bodies. These groups 

usually consist of a iiembere of the Eureka Youth League and 
older 

otnex/adulte who have nemo special contribution to make to the 



nhildren'a organisation. £?Lf 

The advisory Conriittcc has a fourfold function, first: to 

»ct projects for the Children} «ccondly:to raise finance to cover 

expenses; thirdly:to ensure adequate guardianship;and fourthly:to 

provide leaders for activities. 

Setting Projects, xa the Sections "Children Learn to Lead* 

and "Projects for Tomorrow's Joy".deal with the problem of how 
•w 

projects are carried out by the children. The type of projects which 

arc set should conform with the policy of the Eureka Youth League, 

and the League members who are on the advisory committee should 

thus act aa pilots of Kureke League policy 

t-SalJi-MI friuanoq The child members of the Junior Eureka 

League can raise small amounts of money for specific appeals, It 

ia Important to note that when ehildren are asked to raise money, 

they must know what they raising it fcr,and they must be convinced 

that It is an important tank which they arc voluntarily undertaking 

The Advisory Committee must recognise that while funds from 

such sources cannot meet all the financial requirements of the 

organisation,never tholes a it is Important to keep such activity 

constantly on the agenda,in order to inculcate In the ehildren a 

responsible attitude towards earning their Independence* 

^sabess of the Junior League have raised '^noy,x for the fax 

fares of the child delegates to the Australian Carnival,and for 

other Interstate and country tripe for members. On a number of 

occosalons they have contributed to the funds to aid particular 

groups of children during strikes,** an example of the way si which 

children can "stand truly by each other" was the enthusiastic 

pledge by Victorian members in \%2 to set aside some of their 
frost provide pocket money for 

poc_.ct money fax/ovory outing to aaoixax/cuH tj cr neribcr of the 
Junior Xeague who was orphaned by the untimely death of her father. 

Children work out all sorts of Interesting veys of 

collecting money.and the advisory committee must ensure that adult 

methods of finance-raising are not Imposed on the children, Hotbeds 

that children choose are partly play nnd experiment. For example: 

back-yard baaaaro; Threepenny concerts; Hawking penny lollies and 

cakes amongst their friends;collecting goods during bikorides — -

these are some of the methods that have proved successful. 
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The running expenses of the Junior Kureka .'(̂ eague are iaftiritx 

inf initatesimal ?&en compared with the expenses incurred by some 

children's clubs, xnaxaaaamiaaldaE depending as they do on patronage 

rather than the people's movement. The Junior League exists on 

the basis of voluntary leaderahip.smafcdfem Nevertheless,much more 

money than the children can be expected to raise is required to max 

build an organisation capable of expanding Its services to noro and 

more children. The Advisory Committee must be the croup responsible 

for balancing the budget and building a fund for future development. 

ISnsurlng Guardianship One of the first lessons which children 

must learn when they join their own Independent organisation,is 

that their independence it the reward of mutual trust between 

then and their parents. 

Members of the Junior league,for exsmple,muot behave in a 

reliable way when travelling,and must arrive home at the time they 

arc expected. The Advisory Committee must assist the children by 

arranging suitable meeting places and times,by having a stated 

tine for the dismissal of activities,and by always having adequate 

guardianship iehen the children are brought together, 

Soaetlaes,the one person may be able to provide the 

leadership of activities aad also the guardianship .But some youth, 

sad even some adults.whllot being higily suitable for leading 

aotlvltiea^tave net yet learnt 043. the requirements of guardianship 

The Advisory Committee is responsible for seeing that such people 

are assisted by those who have had more experience In this direction. 

Another aspect of guardianship is to provide for the children's 

physical protection isuae^uatxte for oxamplo:cleanliness aad suitabil

ity of oiubroomc,aaatewifsf rjpt avoidance of unnccesonry denser at 

PIonic spots,preparation of the camp site, laart of the children's 

education for Independence is to learn to care for their own club* 

rooms and camp sites,nan to clean up their picnic spots and In 

general to rsapcot public property, 

Some adults lazily excuse lack of preparation for children on 

the theory that children should learn to do everything for themselves, 

including cloanlng-up messes that they haven't made. The Advisory 

Comnittee must oee that promises,camp sites oto are ready for the 
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ohildrcn in the same state It is expected they will leave them. 

wnen children start with clean facilities,they not only keep them 

tidy,but,if encouraged they delight In beautifying thorn. In some 

States the Junior League is becoming quite noted for the decorations 

and cleanliness of their camps and olubroons. 

A problem will oh tends to crop up in the early period of 

«omo Junior League groups is that of girl-friends and boy-friends 

As the league becomes established,this problem dimiahes, because 

bony youn&eters find that they have little time to be Interested 

in a particular boy or girl. Discussions on behaviour, cspecially 

discussions in the pioneer group establishes an accepted 

attitude tc this "problem", — — a n exclusive Interest in only 

one person,either of the opposite sex or the seme sex^sakes it 

difficult to be tehole-hearted-y Interested In what the group Is 

d .in,:. Therefor there is no place la the Junior League for such 

cli-iuay pairsj^rue friendship helps to make all concerned more 

Interested in other people;thus ssccsxaxawx a relationship which 

cciudes other children is not a true friendship. i»art of the 

guardi-inchlp of the Advisory Goiaraittee.is to set such a pattern 

of behaviour,and such a program of activities,that "problem pairs* 

do not arise* 

irovldin#t Loaders. All of the mnmbcrs of the Advisory 
leading some activity of 

Committee should be capable ^/n***1^ **-"—? x*m~*1"n"^tr*¥" groups 
of children, but they should not rely only on their own knowledge 

and experience. The task of educating the children for tomorrow's 

joy necessitates that the children are taught through activity 

by people from as broad a section of the community as possible—— 

drawing on all the talent .and all the diversity of Interest that 

can be provided. The handful/ of people on the advisory committee 

can never provide tho wide ranee ef qualifications necessary to 

equip our children with the rich cultural heritage that* they 

must be assisted to grasp. 

At tho same time the Advisory Committee must exert constant 

care to ensure that experts who have mastered a particular aspect 

of culture,be it sport,science,drJ*a»#writing or dancing do not try 
to 

/ noko the oast cry of their particular subject an oll-absorbins 
occupation for tho children to tho exclusion of their all-round 

n * A W I rtT*W*_Ba*fwl _ 



-robably one of the most important tasks for the Advisory 

Committee to carry out in the early stages of development of any 

Junior League is to assist the Youth league to organise special 

leadership classes and courses on the methods of work in the 

children's organisations. 

There is no doubt that the youth are the people nest 

suitable to lead the children forward. To say this is not to 

say that any particular youth can undertake this responsibility 

without being given a chance to equip hitaself for the task. 

Thar ever the £ureka League branches become strong, and to 

the extent that they become conscious of their responsibilities 

for the organisation of tomorrow's League members,they will 

BH garages- take over more and more of the functions now being 

carried out by Advisory Centalttees. 

Only history-i will show just how last and just how 
s 

successfully the Youth League can assume its rightful position 

as the naln spcnserlng organisation for the children's League* 

Whatever the nature of this development,the four functions of 
raising 

setting projeots,jrrasit«ta^/flnance>ensuring guardianship,and 
providing leaders must be fulfilled. And of course.under all 

circumstances,and at all stages of development,the older 

generation must take a responsible attitude towards tho youth 

movement end must assist and advise them in all their tasks, 

including their tasks of leading the children. 
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"We owe it to the future to master the knowledge of 

the past? - Goethe. 

Girls and boys in the ten to sixteen age group are at 

the special task of learning. Young children are mainly 

experimenting and discovering the world around them. In 

adult life people are fully occupied with earning a living 
He*« «*<*««* Cee-A#tl*7) 

and in their spare time in mastering knowledge of a particular 
A 

subject either to improve their job or to be better at a sport 
or a hobby. But in the age between 10 and 16 children are 

settling down to study, study and to study again. , /CMU, 

Children's life under capitalism is such that tJsogNSifcs 

after easy and quick achievements in life, which do not re

quire tenacious and serious l-sjaejar. This is particularly so 

in cultural fields, where the growth of a network of "easy to 

learn" music clubs for all sorts of instruments are an indication 

of the mediocre standards which are accepted as cultural 

accomplishments. ^ . cUh% <%tU $ c 4 < €^ ^ ^ 

In the artistic circles whichraaweinasag.established as 

part of the children's movement for peace a new attitude to 

mastery of knowledge must be inculcated in the children. The 

mastery of our cultural heritage is serious work. Under 

Socialism a new attitude to work has to be taught and in the 

Junior Eureka League the attitude towards the serious task of 

learning must be modelled on a socialist attitude to labour. 

Nearly one hundred years ago Marx strongly opposed the view 

that the Utopian Socialist; propounded that v/ith the abolition 

of capitalism timet work would become simply amusement. In a 

reply to Fourier, Marx said, "The liberation of work from the 

fetters of capitalism dpes not signify that such work becomes 

simply play, simply amusement, simply pleasure as Fourier 

thinks with the extreme naivete of a Parisian grisettm. 

Really free work, the work of a composer for example, is damned 

serious work, intense strain." 

How a children's Pioneer group can assist members to 

acquire a serious attitude to study is beautifully described 
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in N. Nosov's story "Vitya at School and at Home". (Published in 

Societ Literature No 9. 195a) At the present stage in Australia 

the Junior Eureka League has no official organisational ways of 

influencing children in their attitude to study at school. Also 

some of the lessons which are given at school are about such 

unimportant matters that it is difficult to always encourage children 

to have a very serious attitude to school lessons. However, the 

Junior Eureka League is directly responsible for the initiating 

and building of amateur circles for children where'they can learn 

A dancing, drama, singing, sport and science, and the participation 

of the children in these classes entails the development of a new 

attitude to learning, ^ A ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ 

In an article about the Bulgarian Children's League,the 

"Septemvriche" it is stated; "Every Septemvriche unit has its 
1 «*s 
choir, its dancing group, or its dramatic circle. The amateur 

artistic activity is a powerful instrument in child education/" 

In Australia, too, it has been proved that where a proportion 

of members regularly attend a class for dancing, drama, or art * 

that the League is a much more powerful educational organisation. 

How can we gain the children's interest in learning? What 

sort of standards should they be encouraged to achieve? Should 

the children perform in public? Should they tex expect other 

children to be merely spectators? Should the children's leisure be 

taken up with learning? These are some of the queries which 

naturally arise when classes are being established for children in 

their out-of-school hours. :/i j\ >, 

So far our experience in this field is very limited, but -ewr 

3 years the Unity Dance Group-ise* pioneered dance classes 

for children and many of the experiences of the Unity Dance Group 

can be applied to other art circles and also to science and sport 

groups. 

In the first place the Unity Dance Group is guided by the 

Leninist conception of culture....Lenin wrote, 

"Art belongs to the people. It must have its deepest roots in 
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the broad masses of the workers. It must be understood and 

loved by them. It must be rooted in and grow with their feelings, 

thoughts and desires. It must arouse and develop the artist in 

them." 

Everyone who has seen a performance of the children's 

ballet "The Little Aborigine Girl" will appreciate that the Unity 

Dance Group is beginning to succeed in using the dance form to 

express the desires and hopes of the people. Also, all who 

have seen the beautiful painting by the late Ambrose Dyson of 

the children's maypole (his entry in the 1952 Carnival exhibition) 

will understand that the mass participation in dancing which has 

developed as a result of the work of the Unity Dance Group is a 

weapon "to arouse and develop the artist" in the people. 

A feature of the work of the Unity Dance Group 

which must be applied to all classes is that while maintaining a 

high standard as regards the technical training of the children 

it has at the same time avoided limiting its work to the xkx 

classroom. 

How this has been achieved can best be illustrated 

by separating the function of the dance group into three parts. 

All three parts are interconnected and interdependent but they 

are described separately in order to make the threefold function 

r~~~ 
of the dance group more easily applie d to other groups. / Firstly 
through the dance group a limited number of girls and boys are 

taught to master how to dance; they are taught to compose their 

own danced; and they are taught to perform dances. Part of 

their training is t o keep scrap books on dances and costumes 

and stage sets and to attend and discuss varbus theatrical 

entertainments. 

The children who regularly attend the dance classes 

are taught to perform under ahrariety of conditions. For example 

they may take part in a ballet performance in a theatre, or a 

Town Hall, or they may present a dance and then lead folk dancing 

at a children's party in a small hall or living room, or they 

may dance on the asphalt outside ^ factories or wharves or on 

the makeshift stage at a camn 



Members of the children's dance group have presented 

items to an audience of 10,000 when they gave a welcome dance 

to the Dean of Canterbury and the same children have danced to 

audiences of less than a dozen. 

Secondly, through training a small core of children in 

the art of dancing, folk dancing and singing games have been 

popularised to hundreds of girls and boys. Members of the 

dance class learn how to be leaders of folk danc^ing. More than 

this|an essential part of their training is to fit them to teach 

other children (who are not able to regularly attend classes) 

to be folk dance leaders also. Since 1950 when the Dance Group 

was formed, at such functions as May Day and Eureka Day and 

International Children's Day dancing and singing games led by 

children have become quite a tradition. 

Furthermore, the Unity Dance Group and the Junior Eureka 

League frequently work together for some particular festivity, 

"then the girls and boys who are not dance group members are taught 

to take a simple part in some display and the more experienced 

dancers (members of the class) are caste in such a role that the 

performance is lifted from a pretty pageant to an item of real 

beauty and meaning. 

The co-operation between the Junior Eureka League and the 

Unity Dande Group is particularly necessary for this second pajct 

of the function of the dance group to be effectively carried out. 
(d>>0\K 

The section im-thiy woek which deals with the project method wis 

of work gives further information on how the classes and the 

Junior Eureka League work in harmony. 
by 

Thirdly, through the dancing performances both/the class 

dancers and the mass participation of the children, thousands 

of people have been enter&ained. As previously stated the 

children do not limit their performances to the stage of a hall 

but have brought their dances to the people at the factory, in 

the parks, at their camps and in their homes. Thtiis the children.;) 

are brought into contact with ever widening groups of people f: 
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and their experience is tempered by both approval and 

opposition. 

Moreover, now that there is an experienced and trained 

core of dancers who are striving to use the dance form to 

express man's hope in a better life and his desire for peace, it 

is possible to influence the already existing dance schools and 

other artistic clubs so that they too can use their art f̂ arms 

as educators for peace.participating in joint functions with other 

cultural groups^aa&d ©y working for such peace projects as the 

earnival the dance group learns from other organisations and at 

the same time teaches them. 

Thus the organisation of a. variety of classes for 

children both as part of the Junior Eureka League and also 

separately from the League, broadens the mass basis of the 

childrens' peace movement. All who lead the Junior Eureka 

Leaoue have the task of ensuring that the children who have 

joined classes in order to master the technique of dancing, 

singing or drama etc., are advanced beyond the point of only 

learning to c-sseesr for perfection sake. The Junior Eureka League 

must assist to involve the membership of these classes in peace 

:rejects. 

The three fold way the dance group "arouses and develops 

the artist" io people can be applied in all fields of artistic 
o •' • 

expression. For example the children's art class must give 

consistent training to a group who really set out to regularly 

attend such classes. This group'must be used a.s a nucle^us to 

assist other youngsters to use art to express their hopes and 

desires; and thirdly these groups must pive artistic enjoyment 

to the masses of people. 

In the field of art this has already been done in a 

x limited v/ay. A number of childrens' painting competitions 

have been held and the results displayed at such functions as 

International Children's Day. Because there has not been 

established art classes which can lead the preparation for the •'$.# 
00,v 
: • % • ; • ; 

exhibitions and offer training to young artists who discover 
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their ability through such creative challenges such 

competitions have not directly built the childrens' peace movement. 

Similarly with drama groups, music groups and choirs there 

is beginning to be some activity around the need to develop 

childrens' groups in these fields. 

The Junior Eureka League and the childrens' classes work 

independently and one cannot be taken as a substitute of the 

other,neither can one be regarded as more important than the 

other. Whether such classes are part of the organisation of the 

Junior Eureka League or whether they are independently under the 

auspices of some other organisation, the Junior Eureka League 

has a big responsibility in helping to initiate and develop the 

classes. 

There are many difficulties facing those who are attempting 

to hold classes regularly. Forx example, artists, actors and 
ave . 

dancers ̂seldom experiences as leisure-time leaders of children * 

and the early fluctuations and restlessness of the children 

can easily dampen their enthusiasm. The Junior Eureka Leagee 

leadership which is familiar with organising children in their 

leisure time can assist through this initiating period. 

The inertia of shyness is rapidly overcome when children 

and experts start to do something together. At a Victorian 

Junior Eureka League Camp there was once an extremely capable 

artis t\ who was thoroughly convinced of the need to hold regular 

art classes at the camp but he was at first not able to attract 

and hold the interest of the children. A pavement artist game i 

was therefore started as a group competition (the cement floor 

of the mess hut and some chalk was the equipment HX for the 

competition.) Every camper joined in the game and it was a 

strange scene to see over a hundred youngsters silently kneeling 

absorbed in drawing a picture about their life in camp. The 

artist was assisted by some adult leaders to judge which were the 

best drawings and in deciding on several from eaoh group he 
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explained to the children why he had made such a choice. The 

children who had drawn the best pictures were then specially 

invited to attend the camp art class. 
% 

Similarly, to start an art class in the city Hf a group 

of artists took the girls and boys to the Art Gallery and after a 

discussion on art invited them to. come to regular classes. The 

art class was given a purposeful interest by being set the task 

of making scenery for a play and then later they were asked to 

decorate a room for the Junior Eureka League. 

While various devices may need to be used to^initiate a 

class and to maintain interest at the beginning it is important 

not to underestimate the strivings of children to solve 

difficult problems. Also the specialist who leads the choir, 

dance group or actors' class must understand the important role 

he plays in the childrens' lives. Kornilov in an article on 

"Will Power in Children" states, "It must be remembered that in 

the first place it is the teacher who serves as an example for 

the child. The shortcomings of the children are often a 

reflection of the rw faults of their parents or teachers. 

Therefore, the latter should first of all direct a critical eye 

to themselves, to their volitional qualities, their attitude to 

work; they should ask themselves how they observe the rule of 

conduct, how they keep their promises and fulfil their 

undertakings, whether they are persistent in tackling 

difficulties and obstacles, whether they are decisive in their 

actions? ^ Scjtecft^t C$~4 H*«d) 

Ch41(iren are n,t tho task of- learning- aiui fn considering 

how our cultural heritage can be mastered by children special 

weight must be given to inculcating in the children an understand!! 

of the contribution that science has made to the development 

of world civilisation. Capitalism -In its decay emphasises a 

division between science andjgjp&so That each can be kept 

separately and in its own way in the control of the bourgeoisie. 

It is for us to show how artificial and limiting this division 

is and to insist that our cultural heritage includes science and 
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cannot be understood without it. Gorky advised that "science 

should be portrayed as a workshop rather than a warehouse of ready 

made discoveries". 

Girls and bpys in the ten to sixteen age group are inten

sely interested in hobbies. They can make thei^r own model 

aeroplanes, their own crystal sets, their own model trains, they 

can service the«r own bikes, they^care for their own pets and they 

grow their own plots. Here is a field for scientists to help the 

children and also for workers in industry to give leadership to 

children's hobby clubs. Children are interested in 1he very 

latest development in technique, but too often they are discouraged 

by lack of equipment and by not knowing how to acquire more know

ledge about the particular hobby they are interested in, so that 

their interest in the scientific application of their &xxxkHkbxx 

hobby stagnates and they are left at the stage where they are 

marvelling at the wonders of science rather than grasping the facts 

and learning methods of research and invention. We must assist 

children t o develop a materialistic outlook which shows the 

child that t he world is knowable. 

Without equipment and fulltime leaders, and in a society 

where the means of production are privately owned there are ^.imit

ations on the opportunity to establish groups of child scientists. 

These conditions, however, make it even more necessary t o make 

the greatest possible use of the conditions that do exist to assist 

in the development of a scientific attitude in children. 

For example, a very successful science weekend for 

children was held by the Junior Eureka League. A number of young 

scientists went camping with t h e children and each scientist 

conducted a group of children on a tour of the camp site and 

explained how ecience had been harnessed to serve to build the 

camp. As the scientists were trained in different spheres of 

science each tour dealt with different ways of applying science. 

In the evening an open forum was held at which the children asked 

the scientist to explain various questions. This discussion 

lasted for over an hour and a half and had to be terminated by 

the need for the children to g o to bed. 
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Also, the children have visited scientists in their homes and have 

had discussions with them there. Much greater use could be made 

of factory excursions and also by factories sponsoring children's 

hobbies' exhibitions as a starting point for factory workers to 

join with scientists in establishing children's hobby clubs. For 

example, many rail workers a r e also model train fans and they 

could help youngsters in their model train clubs. An especially 

important weapon in inculcating a scientific attitude is the pop

ularising of science through books. There are a number of popular 

scientific books for children wh ich give an understanding of sxxxx 

scientific facts and they are useful to the extent that they are 

instructive. But for a book to be able to inspire a scientific 

attitude in children it needs to be more than me rely instructive. 

It needs to point out that every machine, every crop, etc. is part 

of the achievement of the people. Such a book as "Land in Bloom" 

which tells the story of the birth and development of Michurin 
» 

biology can be understood by older children. This is a book of 

adventure and struggle about the victories of the fearless 

scientific innovators of our day. 

In Australia we must take advantage of the books which are now 

becoming available for our children because of the task which the 

Soviet Union has set its writers and scientists. Writing in Soviet 

literature on "Science for Children", 0 Pisarzhevesky says: 

"Soviet authors are called upon to supply millions of children with 

the greatest possible number of books contributing to the education 

of the young citizen, fostering his first thirst for knowledge, his 

creative ardour and noble faith in the all conquering power of that 

science which is employed for peaceful ends, for the happiness and 

wealth of the people." 

There is no doubt that some of these books will be 

available in Australia and although it is not yet possible for all 

children to have ready access to them it is our responsibility to 

read them ourselves and %to teach their lessons to the children in 

our erery action ^ ^ " ^ ^ y n f c S , 

Children in the ten tl o sixteen age group are aa 

i 
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the task of looming 'and ehoy are learning on the sports xaxxx 

fields. The individualism of capitalism results in a highly 

competitive attitude to sport. Even a t an early age children 

are forced to specialise in a particular field of sport to the 

detriment of their all-round development. Furthermore, the 

concentration on champions results in only a limited few 

youngsters being given any real chance of training in sports, 

In the ranks of the Junior Eureka League sporting activities 

are based on the principle that everyone in good health should 

acquire a certain level of vigour, suppleness, skill, speed, 

resistance, courage a nd decision. It is becoming quite a 

tradition in the Junior Eureka League f or standard athletic 

testy to be held regularly for all members. These tests are 

based on the fact t h at for each sex a ndage there is a 

corresponding minimum performance that can be achieved, to 

different degrees wit h the help of a little training. 

Several sports camps have been held a n d a course of training 

has preceded some of the tests. Always the tests are organised 

as group competitions which encourage t he more capable sports

men to train and assist the less developed children. Such 

competitions have r e suited in hitherto unsuspected sports 
e 

talent being discovered, and also children learn from their 

tests to practice physical exercises regularly. 

Members of the Junior Eureka League should be 

encouraged to join sports teams and sports clubs and talks 

in their League should assist them to understand the traditions 

and rules of the particular sport they are participating in. 

Australia has a rich history of sporti ng achievements and the 

younger generation should be imbued with the spirit of carry

ing onihe best of our sporting life. 

Attention should also be given to teaching 

children numerous games to play at pionics, parties and camps; 

so that members of the Junior Eureka League can readily accept 

the responsibi lity of organising children into games under xa 

various conditions. In teaching sportsmanship to ohildren, 

a good sport must be depicted as a person who not only strives 
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"But 1 don't know ahat to do!" , "I've nearer done anything 

like this beforef" Some people are reluctant to start in a 

field of work In which they have little experience. Because 

the Junior Eureka League is a now organisation some people 

arc hestitant about taking any responsibility for 

developing work amongst the children, or , in so mo oases, 

they hesitate even to express on attitude of eu i ort for 

the Idea. 

It Qufes be understood that tho Junior Suroka League is 

now to adults but that iiadfcax if it i.o to be organised 

successfully it HMtotnaat aust not be new and strange to 

children.flhereeevar the organisation of the Junior ̂  ejn 

League has be ran at the level of the children and fvlAcved 

from their natural groups, an expanding organisation has 

bo n built on the basis of a stable core of girls and boys. 

isxperlenco cf life itself has shown where to start with the 

building of the children's independent organisation. 
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Watch the girls and boys of J.E.L. age (10 to 16 Years) 

playing on any street and you will see that there are many starting 

points for gathering children together a.round purposeful projects. 

Here are some examples from experiences in Melbourne industrial &&&'^ 

surburbs. 

A group of children in a street in l"J*eWP«y were always putting 

on concerts of individual items. A verandah was regarded as a 

suitable stage. An adult lent these children some dressing up 

clothes and suggested that they prepare plays to perform th other 

children. At first the girls and boys put on stiff sketches 
uft 

learnt by heart from School Papers, but when it was suggested to 
them that they act some scenes from their own life experiences 
their dramatic performances were much more enthusiastically 

received by the child audience which often became involved in the 
;c 

dramatic game. A favourite play was about Dad going off to work 
in the morning and coming home to tell Mum he has got the sack. 
The highlight of the game is when Mum faints at the news. 

It must be noted that without the assistance of older people the 

girls and boys of this age would not have reaches* the stage of 

organising their dramatic games into performances which v/ere 

enjoyed by an audeince. 

A futther example of how a streot game can lead to a group 

of children becoming conscious that they can entertain other 

children comes from this example, iim*&Mmimmmk* 

In this suburb a. group of xxxxsr about six girls were always 

playing at going to ballet school. Part of the game was attend

ing a dance class and then being presented with certificates the 

girls made for themselves. When they, were given the idea of 

preparing items to perform at a children's party they immediatly 

had a meeting of all the girls and after deciding to dramatise o 

some nursery rhymes they then voted for the choice of the rhymes to 

be dramatised and also voted as to how to ca.st for the part in the 5C 

dramatisations. $ y« 
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Here again it must be noted that the idea of making a, 

performance for other children came from adult, and if left with- 1 

out such assistance the girls would not have thought of such a 

possibility themselves. This experience also illustrates the fact 

that, girls and boys who frequently jhlay together are used to 

selecting their own leadership and ha e a very democratic way of 

deciding controversial points. There are all sorts of methods used 

by younsters to choose captains and stdes for their games a.nd 

children who are used to playing with each other easily estimate i& 

who is the child with the particular qualities to lead a J 

particular game. 

On the other hand in groups of children brought together ^ 

occasionally (as will be done in the early days of the J.E.L.) the 

girls and boys will not have had such close experience with each 

other and will therefore need more adult leadership. For example ^ 

the adult wosttd have to suggest ways of selecting the cast for any 

group projects they are carding out. Also it should be realised 

that a group of children who play frequently together tend to ^ 

resent the addition of casual members and often children who are 

visiting a street group are the ones who lead the whole group into 

conflict with parental or some other authority. It is because 

youngsters sense this fact that they may rebutt a suggestion from 

an adult that children from another street be invited to xfca take 

part in a project. 

Thus in the early days of the localisation of the J.E.L. aare M 

must be taken to avoid disrupting a natural street group by adults r( 

deciding to add children who may be members of the J.E.L., but 

who have no connections with the street group. A street group ,r 

mixes well with other groups of children and withf crowds of childr 

at such mutual meetingVplaces as a. park, the beach, the Baths, or 

at central club day functions when the total number of children $ , 

greatly eclipses the number in the street group. The adults who are 

endeavouring to build the children's peace activities by giving 

inspiration to the street groups of children must not only find a 
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natural starting point but must lead the group to participate with 

large numbers of other children in ever more embracing peace projects,. 

Not merely lead the group into contact with one or two isolated 

members of the J.E.L. /cricket,aHxfootie and chasing games are some et 

of the most popular street games for boys. These games always become 

much more vigorous and interesting to the over tens when young lads i 

in their late teens or early twenties join ih the fun. Frequently 

these youthful players monopolise the whole game and the young fry 

are driven out th fox the ball while the bigger boys bowl, bat and w&< 

wicket keep. If the youth are given the right encouragement to lead 

the children they soon find that they are the heroes of the lads in 

the street, and furthermore they find that through considering how to 

help the younger girls and boys to play games they #eet up withiSA a 

wider circle of young people the same a; e as themselves. 

Here are two illustrations of jjow youths have helped a group of 

children to enjoy spwirt. 

In WSJffBKHBbmmti a number of boys had bikes but were not allowed 

to ride very far from their own suburb. An older lad volunterred to 

go with them on bike rides to the countrywide and frequently the 

bunch of cyclists rode to picnics of the J.E.L. and some even 

accomplished the 60 mile ride to the Eureka Camp. A champion fekxs: 

bike rider of the district added interest to the boys sports by , 

giving practical demonstration on cawe pf the bikes, mending of 

punctures and generally introduced them to the bike riding- as a sport_ 

Another example comes from-Oqsejgsjg, where a group of girls formed 

a "Cry Club." and wanted toi- listen to Johnny Ray wailing. To achieve 

this they made things and collected gifts for al bazaar to raise 

funds to buy records of Johnny's Songs. Sotoe older girls helped then 

with their handcrafts and later they tired of Johnny Ray and instead [* 

they turned their energies into a basketball team. Playing in a 
h 

basketball competition resulted in them meeting many ot̂ er girls and fa 

in addition one of them attended an H ? umpires course and learnt how 
.it 

to be an umpire for the game . Dramatic games, street sports and fan 

clubs are some of the starting points for streetigroups of children. 

Here is another way to begin. 
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Drawing with chalk on the pavement is a pastime indulged in by rather 

young children but older boys and girlsenjoy a chance to draw and a 

fascinating way of interesting boys an£ girls of all ages in art was 
0. tK\*m*-Mh C*K**vJe 

used at OmsmHafrL- where an asphalt basketball court a was uood for a, 

pavemenoartist competition. A box of coloured chalk and a. suitable {$ 

surface was all the equipment needed to focus attention on the art 

classes for children, which the J.E.L. held during vacation play days 

in this emergency settlement. In housing camps where thereYs a large 

concentrattion of children* and where they are generally in a. 

transitory state there is not a tightly knit group of children and @ 

their unstable housing situation does nfclr permit for lengffey projects 

to be carried out. Thus the leadership required in emergency housing • 

settlements i£ different from that in an established residential sSV 

street. Rather than wait for a natural starting point with children 

as in the previous examples the large concentration of children make 

it possible to start some activityfin a, dramatic way and in this woy 

to find the nucleus of girls and boys who wish to participate in such] 

a group regularly. 

The children in every street experiment with gro.ing things. 

This is particularly noticable in built-up areas where the youngsters 

have no garden but grow onion tops in water, wheat on cotton wool, 

tadpoles aasi silk worms*, and caterpillars in jars*. Here is a field -&P 

where scientists can help the children know skHHX mere tkxxgx about 

living things. The inspiring example of child experementers in the, 

Soviet Union as told in 'Land In Bloom' shows the initiative and 

persistence children possess if cha llenged by a, scientific problem 

and given assistance to experiment. Not only do youngsters experiment 

with living things but many are intensely keen on hobbies otf which 

demand a considerable degree of technical skillJ and knowledge. \' 

Tbsre is a fieM for scientists and engineers rw±Z5&ty to assist the 
to 

children v*£*hminjpg #ore knowledge about their hobbies by factory 

excursions^ visits to farms and by discussions^to show the^bejssrzmd 
not 

«^b» how they have the tosk of using sc4e.hce/as an entertaining $ 

sidleline but as a way of improving? life. 
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Afl̂  ry person, young or old, man or woman, would be the initiator 

a street group project as desc±ibed in the above examples. The 

only condition for being able to start such activity is to know the 

people who live in a particular street, and to realise that nearly 

everyone is quite willing to assist in some eay to make life hapoie 

for the youngsters.. 

Such activity is only a starting point which can be used to 

widen the knowledge of children so that they can realise from their 

own life experience that they can play their own part in the people_ 

's movement for peace. 

The Junior Eureka League leadership has the responsibility of 

grasping opportunities to involve street groups of children in such 

peace projects as aCarnival. Already the J.E.L. has assisted to £e 

form a few street groups to present items for Intna.tional 

Children's Day^and lor V.P. Day but so far this is not a. general 

feature of the work of the J.E.L. 

For the J.E.L. to be able to effectively lead street groups of 

children to participate in such peace pro jests two conditions are 

necessary. Firstly'the Junior Eureka League members must be 

acceptable members of the street group where they live. Thus the 

J.EL. organisation must allow members enough time to ploy with 

street mates and the d.E.L. training should equip members to 

recognise and develop leadership qualities in all children not to , 

aspire to be leaders of the street group themselves. As the J.F'.L.-

activities become more localised it will not be necessary to make 

the above stipulation, but at present the J.E.L. organisation.in 

most cities is organised as a, central group and the danger of 

taking the children away from their neighborhood ± X H ± K K S friends 

has to be consciously avoided. 

The second and most important condition for the development of 

street groups of children as part of the peace front is thjftt the 

question of war and peace is posed to the parents of the children. 

This of course is already being done in a general way but how peace 

and war effect the lives of the families in a particular street mus" 
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be worked out through activities which concern and involve the 

majority of people who live in that street. 

In a letter to children Maxim Gorky wrote, 

"The ra.pitity of your devlopment can be explained by the sole fact 

that you are learning not only in school but likewise from the 

daily industrious experiences of your fathers and mothers and 

senior brothers and sisters. That is exactly the way you youngster 

During the second World War naSst Australian streetiwere 

honoured by a tin disc being nailed to a post stating "This is a 

war saving street" As the need to struggle for peace grips the 

Australian people every street must become a street for peace, 

"A Peace Saving Street". 

In achieving this the children play their part. This part is 

not separate from their ordinary every day life, but is the very 

essence of life itself. Children learn through play. When their 

playi is directed into purposeful projects they themselves not 

only learn more rapidly but they feeach older people because the 

expressions of their projects gives the older feneration a gljmpse 

of xkx what the future can hold for us all. 

As each Australian street is v/onF for peace,and fathers and 

mothers^, and older brothers and sisters strive daily to keep our 

country free from war, the mass movement of childr*ja for peace b 

becomes a living reality. 



*Our Schoolf^ 1 * 

In colonial countries the native shhools have been branded as hotbeds of 

comouniim. Schools in Malaya, Vietnam and Kenya have been closed by the 

colonial oppressors. Conditions in Australia today do not necessitate that 

at presnnt our educational institutions need play such a leading role in the 

stj o for national independence, but already the struggle is waging in 

our schools as to whether the ideas o|J peace or the ideas of war will pre-

• roiinate in the teachings in our schools, \ 

School cadets, military demonstrations, recruiting comics are all used by 

the Government to condition youngsters' minds.to war, and a few teachers are 

unscrupulous enough to use their class lessons to popularise the Ideas of tic. 

warmongers. 

On the other hand the drive to war has so advensely affected our educational 

arvlces that there is an ever increasing concentration of organisation of 

•h parents and teachers aeound our schools. These committees of teachers 

Wi<? citizens are ouiLbest insurance against, our schools being used as ; 

3re our youth are bruialised so that ''theywill shoot at anything 

moves," 

-?- today are carrying out their work under frustrating difficulties, 

overccowded classes, lack of equipment, and the unsettling effect 

on the class when it Is certain that only a few will be able to continue 

sir educatj >n at the school of their choice. The children of JEL age^lO 

to 16 are the particular age group who are most adversely affected bo tbl 

icational opportunities. Just when they should be having a joyous 

I 

e to 3 forward to the doors of opportunity close. An inspiring feat-

of the v/or our b 5rs in tho schools that cater for the girls and 

boyff of J.EIL. age is that despite the arduous battle against inadequate 

cilltles. despite the claims made on the children's leisure by cadet 

trainin , te the ŝesmsiMag of the clas youngsters bstan 

avin agej bl ichers In many schools organise various clubs and 

fob school children. For - pie In some schools there are 

, science clubs etc otiiw atr. se clubs are in addition to the sports! 

to hich are also an inspirat /hen it is considered under what extn |j 

gficulties b school sports. 

school sporting difficulties can __ from 

( rTollowi b 1 ! year old girl to ^Challenge" i 

;or o e, 

yoi Lntere in the sportin lilities at our school. 
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sc.aool yard is too small for the running of heats for our school sports so 

lave our races in the road outside the school. The teacher .gays: "Ready^ 

on your mark, get off the road girls here comes a cart" 

In the Junior Eureka Leag*9*\there should be frequent discussions about set. 

and members should be encouraged to participate as fully as possible in t 

sports teams and tho school clubs. The members of the Junior Eureka League 

should be taught to assist these sincere strivings of the teachers to impro^ 

school life* all who hove listened, to J.E.L. members talking about school 

o'ill be familiar with the type of B.E.Ler who delights in being "persecuted" 

at school because of hi^'politics". A.nd all who are observant of the re

actions of the other J.E.L. members to such braggings about being red-baited ! 

cannot but have seen that such "heroism" is distrusted by the other members 

that if they are given an opportunity they will express their opposition 

sectarianism, kn example of such discussion was in a Pioneer group 

Melbourne '"hen a 14 year old lad skited "They call me eommo at school 

' proud. (J>f It" and the apt rejoinder from another boy the same age, 

' a are proud that some of our parents are members of toe Communist Party, 

5 are not proud of you being called a conoo." 

"tance of giving children (especial^ those over 12 years) a chance 

to have an organiser1 talk about school life and their life in other organi

sation t be over-emphasised. Through such discussions many erroneous 

*e broughttto light and the discussions about such ideas teaches all 

ke part what attitude they should be developing and what ideas they 

fight to discard. Unless such discussions are organised by adults 

)onsible for the J.E.L. the youngsters talk about these things amongst 

themselves and the loudmouthed sectarians appear to be the most predomina

ting in the group. There is a tendency for some of the J.E.Lers to be in-

tj by such talk and to think that sue! oroism" is expected From 

j.B.L. • they feel themselve i ; b i they may dTrop 

;/ from J.E.L. 

o of school' and boys in the 10 to 16 age group varies 

State tc ftate. In some State children • me school 

until tl 14 yet ige (until 8tj i), in others they 

attei chool and Tech School froi n.t 12 e (after tho 

in ot ' tchools for girls and boys be-

: and 14o and then they go on to chools* 



In some States there is a mixture of all three types of schools. Similarly 

some schools are only for boys and some only for girls and there are also 

co-educational schools. 

In Schools and Tech Schools -.here the ages of the girls and boys is 

mostly over 14 years of age the Eureka vouth Leagae should endeavour to 

organise a branch of the E.Y.L. which should, work in close co-operation with 

student labor clubs. The girls and boys in the14 plus age group are capable 

of forming their own independent organisation and thejf school where they 

gularly attend can be the nucleus around which they form their branches 

of the league. 

The formation of branches Of the J.FL. in the schools for younger (10 to 14) 

ildren is a matter which needs carefo.l consideration. At this stage it is 

jerhaps better to organise J.E.L. branches based on street groups especially 

brsnch of the J.EL can only meet under the leadership of some older 

The fact that most of the children in the one street often attend 

= school wall assist to build a basis of peace teaching in that school 

/J.Ii.L. leaders as well as parents should take a keen interest in what is 

; taught to toe children at school. Membership in the organisations 

around the school is one important way of doing this. In addition parents 

eaders should familiarise themselves with what is being taught in the 

school textbooks an^ on the school broadcast lessons. Discussions with 

children reveal the type of teaching they are receiving and when any attempts 

made to give a warmongering lesson protest should be made by 

atlons to the school and the education department. Mistakes have' been 

• adults Tnho expect their children to orotest against their teachers, 

hd although Sometimes successful spontaneous protests have been made by 

Idren when teachers have been blatantly warmongering this should not be 

scted from children generally. Will the ideas of war or peace predominate 

in our schools? This is the concern of parents, teachers and all peace laving 

citizens. 

ool cadets, military demonstrations and recruiting comics must be countered 

by school clubs, sports nd school librar is. The adults who work for 

e services will find that theyvave allies in the children who earnestly 

try to fit themselves to be citizens of a peaceful Australia. 



OUR STAGE. 

Dramatic play is a natural part of child hood. How to lead the children to 

use their dramatic talents in performances Is a problem to adults who, have 

not bet had much experience with youngsters. The following play themes 

are submitted to assist J.E.L. leaders to initiate play acting as an 

integral part of J.E.L. life. 

Firstly here are some simple games which help to develop an Interest in 

play acting. One of the simplest is Statues. Whsa The girls and boys 

skip around to music and then when the music stops they take the pose of 

some statue to represent e. subject suggested. This is more popular with 

the under tens than with girls and boys of J.E.L. age but a more 

sophisticated game of Statues can be played by girls and boys working in 

groups of twos or threes to mime out in statue form some title of a Statue. 

A popular game for small groups (aeout 20) at clubdays or houseparties is 

;arne of Charades. At least two teams are needed for this game and 

team takes turns to be the actors. The acting team chooses a word 

with at least two syllable e.g. carpet and they act out each syllabyl e.g. 

they act a scene in which they say the word car, then act out a second 

scene in which they say the word pet and lastly a scene in which the whole 

word is used. he teams who ape the audience have to guess the word which 

is hidden in the play. A variation on charades is to have a silent miming 

of the word instead of hiding the word in the dialogue. If dressing up 

clothes and a few stage properties are available the game of charades can 

very entertaining for all. 

I 
e called "Books, Play s or Films" Is also a team dramatic game and ban 

absorbingly interesting to the girls and boys 10 to 16, In this game 

the two teams sit on opposite sides of the room. A member of team "A" 

is the actor. Team "B" chooses the name of a play book, or film and tells 

the actor of team "A". The actor from team "A" has the job of silently 

acting out the title of the play book or film which the team "B" has 

chosen. Members of team "A" have to guess the title. A time limit is set 

for each act and points swarded to the team3 for guessing titles within 

the time limit. There are of course a few regular questions which the 

questioning side need to a3k first or r_stsssr the actor if tte«&#- know $ the 

oame can tSJBjBl her team e.g. it is easy to mime whether it is a book, film 

a play, and by raising fingers it is easy to indicate the number of words 

in the title. (It is often arranged to give the other side the number 

of prepositions on the title), The actor then can be asked whether sh 



will act out the whole title or will choose one word, and erttmae when 

one word is"to be acted she will indicate the position of the word in the 

title by raising fingers. This game is popular for groups up to about 

20 in number. It can become so popular that it becomes quite a craze and 

it has even been played in railway carriages on returning from picnics. 

Shadow Plays ..can fre great, fan, "Waltzing Matilda" is an excellent theme for 

a shadow play. The girls and boys can cut out the trooper's hats and 

horses from cardboard^properties flar^hadow plays only need two dimensions) 

and there are lots of ways of making a realistic ghost and a ŝ ofcy F 

atmosphere for the last verse. The essential equipment for a shadow play 

is a household sheet with a strong light behind it. For outdoor shadow 

plays torches can be quite effective. 

Puppet plays require a considerable amount of preparation and unless the 

^ p u p of children meet frequently puppet projects should not be commenced. 

uppetry group at a camp or in a local club which meets at least each 

^ e e l can be a valuable medium not only for making up plays but for teaching 

children all sorts of arts and crafts such as costuming, stage lighting 

and making of small scale stage properties from all sorts of materials. 

There are a number of booklets about puppetry (an especially useful was 

recently published by the Junior Red. Cross) and there are training Courses 

for people desiring to gain skill In this art. As the J.E.L. becomes more 

localised and the groups meet *iore frequently, such activities will play 

•Snigger part in our activities. So f ar in the experience of the J.E.L. 

(jfepetry has only been successfully carried out at camps where a group 

i meet at least half a dozen times and complete and perform the puppet 

play before the interest of the girls end boys is diverted to Other 

Pchannels. /KTStorically,puppets have been used as entertainment in the 

market places and in the streets and thus an essential feature of a puppet 

theatre Is that is should be easily movable and able to present puppet 

plays under various conditions. Sometimes puppets groups have failed to 

ee adaptable in these ways and have over-perfected their stage and 

lighting to the disadvantage of mobility. Also puppets have been used 

though the ages to tell the people what is going on in their land and 

thus puppets *e an effective medium to caricature socle jry. Punch and 

Judy with their execrated features and their rapid crossfire are the 

traditionally successful puppets, -a in all good drama a puppet play should 

include heroes, vllllans, clowns and there should be the good people 

battling against the bad. 



oany plays can be effectively acted out of doors and adults need to help 
et 

the youngsters to choose suitable spots ef the camp site or picnic spot 

for the production of their plays. There are many natural settings for 

a stage. A play theme which needs to be acted out every few years in the 

J.E.L. is the story of Eureka. As each new generation grows up into the 

ranks of our JLeague the story of Australia's first pitched battle for 

freedom needs to be taught to them through songs, stories and through 

dramatic games. The important idea to feature In the play Is the Eureka 

Oath. The Victorian Junior Eureka league have now acted out the story 

of Eureka many different occasions* are a few details of the dramatic 

pagaent which the girls and boys presented at the Summer Camp in January 

1952. 

It was decided to act out this play beside the little Yarra River in the 

ilight. During the afternoon all the girls and boys were told the story 

of Eureka and a nractical demonstration on how to wash gold was given by a 

man who had had some mining experience. 

As they were already divided into camp groups each group was given a 

different section of the river bank to get up a miners camp. Some pitched 

tents, some made rough bark humpies, and all made some structure to 

represent a poppet head. It was ggreed that the adult leaders would play 

the pa? t of the police and troopers and that all the girls and boys would 

be the miners and their womenfolk and children. It was also agreed that 

In order to bring out the real significance of Eureka the swearing of 

Eureka Oath would be the climax and that the actual fighting around the 

:ade would not take place. 

There are a number of dramatic scenes that the children played out. 'The 

peaceful washing for gold at the riverside while the women tended the 

house; the merciless raids of the police, the demonstration around Bentley 

Hotel, the burning of licences, the coming of the miners from Castlemaine 

and Bendigo, and finally the mass meeting and the raising of the Blue Flag 

of Eureka and the swearing of the Eureka Oath. Quite a number of girls and 

hoys had leading parts to play in the various incidents and with the help 

of the members of their group they made up their own script. Aw There were 

a number of girls and boys who could speak in languages of other countries,, 

rafter the Eureka ©ath was taken in English the children of other 

nationalities stood beside the flag pole and took turns to repeat the 

reka oath in the language of their own land. "We swear by the Southern 

Croa3 to stand _*»*» K 
liber tie " e a o h o t h e r a n d f i £ h t to defend onr rights and 



/history has aainy other stories which are easily dramatised by the W-

children aoF although such plajjs have a big part to play in the 

children's league it is also important for drama to be used to make 

present day problems more fully understood by the youngsters. The 

following play about schooLp* is described because it can be used as a 

basis for all sorts of plays about the present and about what the 

future can be like. Playing school is a game at which girls and boys 

are very experienced and even without rehearsal children could take 

parts in the following scenes, 

Toe first scene is a dreary classroom with a harassed teacher giving 

a lesson on the desert conditions in the centre of Australia. The 

inattentive pupils are crowded up on a form. The lesson is interrupted 

several times by a mother or father with one or more children coming in 

to ask the teacher can their child start school. The teacher laconi

cally says they can start and tells the other pupils to move up and 

Rake room. This of course can lead to such situations as the pupils on 

the other end of the form being pushed off the end or some of the small

er ones being sneezed out of their seats. 

The second scene takes place some years later but shows a much brighter 

school room v-±t'a feT"er pupils more comfortably seated. The lesson is 

on ho-"' the rivers have been turned to water the centre of Australia and 

how the big electric schemes are assisting the farmers etc. An engin

eer has been invited to tell the class about the schemes which have jusF 

.been completed. (The adult who took this part in the play when it "'?as , 

fifcst produced was a skilled engineer and made the project very real 

to the c'oildren.) A parent with a child enterfs to ask for the child's 

admission to the school. Tho teacher tells the parent that a new law < 

limits the number of children allowed in a class and explains that 

within a short distance there is another school which can take the c 

child. 

This play can be put on with very little preparation; a blackboard and 

a form are the essential stage properties and the key actor in this 

play is the teacher (this parifovp be taken by <8ither an adult or an 

older child.) The other actors can play out their parts inproomtu. 

The play can be perfected and the script 'orked out by the children j_ 

•̂ ricirrth#y learnt" There can be all sorts or variations to the theme 

but the general idea that both school classes and other national 
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developmental works are being neglected because of war expenditure j>y 

clearly shown to the child actors and the audience. In this play the 

teacher and engineer make these points. 

The above play is best suited to be anted on a stage. Here is another 

example of a play which can easily teach a lesson about peace and which 

can be presented without much preparation because the main point is made 

by an older more experienced person. This is the play the "Fortune 

Teller". 

This play opens with a number of children wandering home from school or 

playing in the street. One lad tells the others that a Fortune Teller is 

coming and the children quickly gather around a Fortune Teller who comes 

onto t "toge holding a crystall ball (the fortune teller needs to be 

dressed appropriately and a crystal ball can be made by covering a basket-

Lth celliphane}- the children wear ordinary clothes). The children 

be to tell them their fortunes. The Fortune Teller asks them to sit 

then ho enquires what they want to be when they grow up. The 

Bfcen take turns to say what they intend to be, E.G. one says: "when I 

oo" up I'm going to be an engineer and I'm going to build brie 

roads'1. The children should be encouraged tote 11 t b! really intend 

•\y. Then tho Fortune Teller says "Let me look into my crystal 

- you are so ins to do". Hi s or,Trstal tells him about bovs F 

d in jungle warfare an^ girls being left at home to weep an^ wait. 

esreibes some of the people he sees in the crystal and some of the 

ren recognise themselves as the characters (e.g. the Fortune Teller 

. I see a red-headed boy with a birthmark on his left leg .. or a fail] 

ith Lgnet rin ": : Is B?B. etc.). These you bers 

)rotest ths b they shall not take part in such r. They want to live and 

do things. Sut the Fortune Teller says "You shall not live to build bribes, 

hall le. it In my crystal, you til going to 

dee." ' d up and pusfa b] i >rtune teller off 
c>****» f 
-jsjsr " our lives, they ar . peace." 

curtain raiser not only grips the i act it out but it 3ia 

i w peal for ults. 

biSs of ood people battli] linst 

for • orld. 

in<3 clowns. Great drama is like real life. In 

helping £he i ren to choose a or Lt is important to 

ensure that the plot alio ; oent or c litieo. 



-n t. -'tic-fees •i«ap*mi,.jg-Jja.,.a...qi I'H'IUIUI.I DH'J^BJBSI 1 "Our Street" there is 

some more information on ChildT dctors inaction. 

ttention nedds to be given to the development of Children's Theatre clubs 

Lch should produce plays for child audiences and at the same time train 

'oildren in dramatic arts. Some Australian writers are already experimen

ting with writing plays for children's entertainment which aim at building 

a hope in a better life and a desire for peace. So far most of the J.F.L. 

experience in drama has been with the production of the children's own plays 

for a limited child audience such are J.E.Lers at a camp or clubday or 

party. But recently in a number of Australian States theatre groups and 

oiters have been giving attention to experimenting with plays for child 

snces, This foreshadows the development of children's theatre clubs 

ich should produce plays for child audiences and at the same time should 

|Jfia.in children in dramatic arts, 

•stablishment of children's theatres which build a hope in a better 

*>»' [J3 faith in mankind and a desire for peace will not supercede the need 

all sorts of dramatic activities in the J.F.L. but rather both will 

work for mutual development. The experience that has already been gained 

in the F L. should be used to the advantage of the writers and producers 

ore pioneering this new field of child entertainment. 

of the dramatic presentations Which have been described 3Hsc.IJi.Ls. 

_r= "ill teach a number of lessons to all who are concerned-with 

'! t he t he a t r e , 

;o e of the essential feotrues of the plays (Waltzing Matilda, 

>ckade, Australia in the Future, The ^orrtune Teller.) Firstly, 

'n every play there are bhe good people battld i against '?«? difficulties 

for a better life. In helping children to choose a theme Cor a play it is 

it to ensure that the plot allows for the development of tb.ese epic 

lities. 

i grei dramatii !:ion.' in without he 

the spoken word the actio 11 four plays ! Tfe clearly given the 

i of tho story. 

] y, lays were all produced at camps the casting was directed 

re at involving all roup in the platf rather than in 
ly 

Exrafial -acterising the heroes, the Villain I the clowns. For per-

f ATimav •; fexxxKKxts-xxH«xEk±MxKH in id theatrical b os-

)re c a r e sterisation would be required so that the evil of 

http://3Hsc.IJi.Ls
http://tb.es


" ' Wt 
•ur society could be pepresented by actual people who must be morally andf 
physically defeated and xfoosxsta^Mxtes: by heroesswho struggle for a better 

life in such a way as to inspire emulation. o\ 

Whether the children wsS mak_Shg up their own play, or whether an adult tho. 

atre gooup is producing a play,for a child audience the drama must reflect. 

and portray the life of the people, \ 

Fao Tse Tung writing in "Problems of Art and Literature" says: "The life eft 

the peoole ^roei^ed-a rich source of raw materials for literature and art. 

The raw materials are in their natural, crude state but they are most 

lively, rich and fundamental. They put fabricated literature and art to : j 

shame. The life of the people is the only fountainhead with an inexhaustible 

sunply of material for creative literature and art. And since it is the 

only fountainhead there can be no other," 



OUR PICNICS. 

A day out of doors in the bush,'at the beach or in a park 

Is always enjoyed by children. If, during the outing they have 

a chance to meet and play with, girls and boys the same age as 

themselves, and If they learn something new or practice something 

old then the outing is still more enjoyable to them. 

Australia is world famous as a land of sunshine and the 

Australian people do spend a great deal of their leisure time out 

of doors. In planning activities for children it is essential 

to consider the natural ways in which children spend their free 

time. Thus it is necessary to plan even more out-of-doors 

activities "than clubdays and indoor functions. 

Bush picnics with a camp-fire, beach picnics with swim

ming and boating, bike rides and short hikes with a definite 

place to visit, sports picnics with a challenge to answer; these 

are some of the many enjoyable outings for youngsters in the ten 

to sixteen age group. 

Picnics need to" be just as carefully planned and prepared 

as club days or any other function for children. The principle 

that every time children are brought together, the function should 

have a theme, and the aim of educating the children, applies to 

out door activities as well as meetings and concerts. To educate 

the children through a picnic does not mean that the children are 

lined up and lectured, there are many other ways of teaching 

children, and many of the lessons children need to learn can only 

be given them from practical experience. 

In the first place every picnic la an occasion for girls 

and boys to learn to lead. Thus the delegation to the children 

of leadership responsibilities for the outing must be carefully 

considered. In the section on Pioneer Organisation of the Junior 

Eureka League it is pointed out that democracy in the children's 

organisation must not be rigidly copied from adult constitutions 

but must allow for the rapidly changing and developing nature of 

the child members. To be able to lead any group of people it is 

necessary to know that the group endorses your leadership. This 

is- even more important for children than for adults, (children tend 

to be more loyal to people than to Ideas), Thus any child leaders 

for a picnic must know that they are acceptable to the picnic group. 
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A V and 
As every picnic varies as to type of activities and k 

of children attending, different children are able to 

different occasions. To elect leaders for the day, a 

should be held immediately on arrival at the picnic spot.\ 

Pioneer group is well established as a collective leadership of I S 

Junior Eureka League then the leaders elected for the day should be 

chosen from the ranks of the Pioneer group. For example, at the 

meeting all Pioneers should be asked to stand, and the picnickers 

elect several Pioneers to be the leaders for the day. To assist 

with organisation It is often necessary to divide the picnickers 

into several groups or teams and thus more than one Pioneer needs 

to be elected; nevertheless it is important to have one of the 

Pioneers as the main leader for the day. The adult leader and 

the child leaders then finalise the programme for the picnic and 

the adult should ensure that the elected leaders fulfill their 

responsibilities. At the subsequent Pioneer meeting all recent 

functions should be discussed, and the way the Pioneers have acted 

as leaders on the picnic should be part of the discussion as well 

as the way the adult assisted the Pioneers, and at the same time 

the Pioneers should discuss how other members of the Junior League 

have helped to make a happy day for all. 

Secondly, in planning picnics it is important to make the 

best possible use of the natural resources of the picnic spot. 

To be able to do thi3 it is necessary to invite some people with 

special knowledge to come to the picnic. Here are some ways in 

which artists, scientists, sportsmen, historians and story tellers 

can help with the children's activities. For example on short 

hikes artists can assist children to make maps of the countryside; 

on other occasions children's treasure hunts and bush museums can 

be made much more interesting if scientists help the children with 

their collections; and places of historic interest can be much more 

inspiring to the children If a person with some detailed knowledge 
of the significance of the spot tells them an interesting story about 

the place. Picnics can sometimes be arranged as visits to the home 

of some person of interest to the youngsters. The late Amby Dyson 

lived In the bush about 20 miles from town and the Juniors from 

Melbourne visited his 



home on several occasions. His interesting books and pictures and ^ 

his lively discussions will always be remembered by the girls and 

boys. Similarly outings can sometimes be arranged to farms In the 

nesr countryside. 

Around the city there are many interesting places for outings 

with children. A visit to the wharves, especially as the guests 

of a seaman or waterside worker will always attract girls and boys 

in the ten to sixteen age group. The wharves of our capital cities 

are so extensive that a day bike ride around the docks does not 

exhaust all that there is to see. 

"Far and Fast" is usually the object of bike riders of about 

14 years of age. Thus it is important when planning bike rides to 

invite a competent cyclist as the leader of the excursion. It is 

necessary to give these speedsters some challenging rides, and they 

should be encouraged to ride their cycles to camp (if the distance 

is about 60 miles) and occasionally be asked to ride to country towns 

to visit the Juniors there. At the same time to assist less experienced 

cyclists to join the group It Is necessary to have short rides to a 

definite picnic spot or to arrange trips (such as rides around the 

wharves) where there are frequest natural stopping places, 

"Far and Fast" is not the object of hikers of Junior League 

age, (with cycling they are enjoying the achievement of a new skill 

but as a rule young people do not begin to enjoy long walks until 

they are in their later teens and enjoy walking and talking.) 

Most youngsters like to get to the picnic spot as quickly as possible 

and begin to play right from the start. 

Special consideration needs to bo given to the organisation 

of sports picnics and field days for the Junior Leaguers. 

Sport educates healthy, strong trained people who do not shy 

back from difficulties. A common interest for a special kind of 

physical activity unites groups of people who could be divided by all 

sorts of differences. 

Girls and boys in the ten to sixteen age group are just 

beginning to take a consistent interest In particular sporting 

activities. There are numerous Junior clubs which strive,to cater 

for the sporting life of pirls and boys from about 12 years of age 

and the Junior Eureka League should plan sporting activities to 
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supplement what is already available to members and should not V^ 

aim at competing with established organisations by providing 

opportunities for sport which are already catered for by other 

clubs. 

For example, amateur swimming clubs and amateur athletic 

clubs have had a great deal of experience with training juniors to 

compete in these sports. The Junior League can supplement the v.crk 

which is being done by such sporting bodies by organising swimming 

picnics at which the girls and boys can learn different water games 

and life saving rather than organise swimming races which give a 

pale imitation of the methods used in the swim clubs and perpetuate 

the individual competitive spirit. Similarly with athletics, 

the Junior League field days should be based on group competitions 

rather than individual races. 

Capitalism breeds competition and on the sports field the 

dead hand of capitalist competition stretches out to grab the budding 

champions and to turn them into money spinners for promotors. 

At Junior League picnics "champions" are the sportsmen who are 

teaching others to be better. The adult leaders of the Junior 

Eureka League should take particular interest in the sporting 

activities of the child members of the Junior Eureka League and 

should assist them to join appropriate sporting clubs. In planning 

sports picnics consideration should be given as to how to best assist 

the Juniors who are already experienced oh the sports field to be ;> 
m 

able to teach their skill to the less experienced youngsters. 

Adult sportsmen and women should be asked to assist with Junior 
i 

\ 

League sports picnics, and their knowledge and training must be used / 

to give the girls and boys experience, not only in playing the game / 

but in teaching others, scoring and in umpiring - (depending on 

their ability). It is important to note that through organised 0, j 

sport at school and in their clubs girls and boys are used to 

efficient umpiring and definite rules; and they very easily tire 

of sports activity which are badly organised through inoecislve I, 

umpiring and lack of definite rules. Thus when planning sports j. 

picnics it is essential to have a team of leaders (both adult and 

children) who know how to put the sports programme Into practice. 



Teem games ouch as cricket.football and basketball are 

greatly enjoyed by girls and boys in the ten to sintoon age 

group. As the Junior Fureka League develops into a much 

big, er organisation it w_ll bo pos.ible to or.anise sports 

t come of crickete^rs, footballers and baseba.l. players, bo.t at 

j,recent stage of dem loou out of the Junior Ficoeka league it is 

not asually praotioal to form our own teams which play throng, 

e whol . ocson's competition. Howev r, occasional chaliowae 

matches ployed and whenever oossible such matches should be 

combined witP a picnic function. Lofore deciding to field a 

team for a season cousid.oat ion must be given to the possibility 

of Juniors joining other shorts teams and no team should be 

vioosed to the Junior League members unless definite coachos 

and umpires are available for the whole season. Children of 

Junior League age are still dependent on adults to thfe extent 

of ke pin.g their team together. 

Special mention should be made of volleyball \/iiioh is a games ;— • ' 

that nan be played by mixed teams en a small' court which do^s 

not need a v.ry well ..repared surfo.ee; thus it is a game which 

can bo played in places where gai\.. s repairing a largo field or 

a well ;yrepar d court ar out of the cpuestion. Junior Fureka 

League members should'bo taught how to,ploy -wHey ball so 

tdat at picnics there is a gr.un^of chiidr n who can' easily 

assist otF~r £ic:.i--Fcrs to,le!- m how to play .he game. Volley 

b- m is not generally played at a school oort 1-it is gaining 

popularity us a club game. 

By pm.nriag so that ovny ionic lia,_ the aim of educating the 

chi-dren, some future activity should flow fro tho function. Fo: 

For example fron a spurts picnic some older members nay ask 

for soue class jnstrueti n n how to lead games; from a bush ' 
•?. 

museum a soiono forum may be the result and from a vi3it to 

an artist the chiidr n may stage toeir own art exhibition . 

Thus every xmenic should so./ the seed of some new/ antivity for i 

the iris and boys. 

http://surfo.ee
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2? 
rtrtvtjsy: occuptaion.. . . e.g. read a story, have a quia, or a competition, 

jp a talk by a sportsman or some, other person with special knswli-d&e, 

At beach picnics this is particularly neces; ary in order to avoid 

swir. sing straight after a aeal , 

Fourthly, in the middle of the aftemocn have some a IF-Pa-together okt-ti 

activity spcch ao a sport:: challenge, or a boat HKXII ride, or a treasure-

hunt or a walk. 

•̂nd lastly start to gather the picnickers together at least half on how 

before'tne time to leave the spot.It takes much longer to start back \zgzz 

home than is generally anticipated and it is as eoseutiil for the 

children tel rrive hone in good tiioe.rcximxioioss.jŝ  

Children should not be forced to leave the/mcnic spot hurriedly, but at 

the same ti.oc it is important for than to realise that they must be 

> ̂  
/Tone at the tine tiieir parent., s.re expecting th oni. Lie linx When -ever 

possible the tine children i-^uAg be ex-ect«D fth me should we advertised. 
Por example 
m u roup of Juniors always cxtnh-imnia:^ FcavyJ" their picnic spot at 

s' p...'.. andparents ssno^hzsuz:xx;Txn±o:iii:ido^iv^iXA^noEniiiooig: know that tiieir 

chi loo mi will be home by the first transport after lJ p.o:. Going for 

picnics with other girls and boys is part of being a member in an 

independent organisation; while enjoying these privileges cliildren unset 

at the same time be reminded of their responsibilities to their parents/ 

and ra2axfcs±o:2S±3s:si^x2xbiX the adults wtm are leading the children must 

-give them ~v^iy help to flevelmp as reliable KSIX sons anl daughters. 

(c r , f o o t F a t ma tVT e r, any f un c t i, 11) 
Thus in "olairiLcg clonics Vnx:'r?irh7<:r:Qffirfex2toG5D.* fjswHsfi-ens the following 

* • h 

pointrj mot be kept in xxiU:axirxkd:x r.iind. A joy that has been planned 

must be fulfilled; a tine that has boon arraoipd must be honoured; 
the for the ocegssion those present; 
X leader shin i- ... n i iii^g^n' must be endorsed by iixK uiomismsrmj: 

the individuals must be helped to icertify themselves vrito.ŝ p. group; 

and the children must be taught that theieqrewing independence can 

onlu flourish if there is mutual reliabilitp between them and their 

parents. 

file:///zgzz
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CUR Feelm. 

"Head only goo. books, you nay never hav„ the ohanco to read then 

T«-oreat<<.'" 

How can girls and boys in the lo to Io age rou^, bo helped to take 

this good advice to heart.? 

mily a very snoll proportion ,.f Australia's child population is 
and 

served by xi'xxxxix Junior libo.ries«Iit^vdxii'pp;;:^ a visi^t to a 
good 

uell- equipped liT.ry viF>. r evens that there is a dearth of -txx books 

fer children between the a^es of ten andsiiFeen years.There is 

usually a greo.t cpoantity of boeks abont sehool and about nas-oup 

adventure.- on islands or i... smugglers e 

are devoid of any moral anPdFoc d mar 

o.ves. Host of these bo e ^̂  KJ 

oi Oil01.1 acini.- ridicule 

accepted ethical standards,"part from this, there is a monotonous 

sameness ssi in many of the ximoounix plots and ehe.ra.ctere. 

It is estimated that suuiy childr-n rs-ud a clo^.c comics weekly an. 

is now a well-established foot that many of these publications 

are morally har.iful to the cliild because they give the ymcx: 
murder 

reader the idea that violence is an act of heroism an.: mnrixr and: 

P.. -SOT • . P. f": •: -O -. r-

1 -l_ 

0 

Cur literary heritage contain,- many bo,F:s which coco v m y suitable aihj 

enjoyable for girls aid boys 1. the ton to six.- -*m ago group; but 

because such books arc not .sing popularised tie girls and boys are 

not e.wsre of their existence.In addition because ixnimemorxnyeaorx 
4. .strolian 

there has been no deool ... •. lent oV lit era.ture Specifically for this 

ago _proup many ,f the books ".alien are written fer them are ah out 

ot. er countries and earlier times. Today Australian writers a.re 

faced wit' the problem of cr.a.ting :n Australian children's 

literature which can help the growing gencratmn to strive to be 

the boilders f a. botmr way of life. 

http://ehe.ra.ct
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The following people have agreed to act as m\/referees. 

Dr R. Robinson- Social Biology 

347 8700 

Centre.(Education Consultant) 

Mr Alf Oldis- Preston and 

370 4333 

ng Home. (Matron) 

Ms Helen YannapfCouncil Member for the Thalassaemia Society of Victoria 

and Convenor of the Patient Care Committee. 

663 3033/ 

Yours faithfully, 

r̂ -̂-\ vl)^^3^r 
Keri Chater 
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More recently I Was employed by the Thalassaemia Society of Victoria 

in the capacity o\ Community Health Nurse/Educator.tfhis involved 

assessment, counselling support, referal and folloy^-up for the 

nursing aspects of the polition. The educational aspects involved 

networking a specific\area (the western suburbs)/with the aim of 

talking to "at risk" groups about Thalassaemia./it also involved 

lecturing groups of student nurses and people involved in the Monash 

and Lincoln community health programme. In this position I gained 

experience in co-ordinating\an educational programme, liaising with 

many groups including local councils, pensioner groups, womens groups, 

various government departments^ and many individuals. In the process 

I gained skills in the use of audio visv/al equipment and communicating 

through an interpreter. \ / 

Although I am no longer working foA/the Thalassaemia Society I am 

involved in the Patient Care Committee. We are currently undertaking 

a survey of service users and So/iety\members to determine the needs 

and possibly the future direction of tne Thalassaemia Centre. 

I am presently employed by ttie Health Department of Victoria as a 

Special Projects Officer fasr Region 5 (G^psland). This position 

was established by the Working Party on PoW-Graduate Nursing 

Education and it's majo/ component concernsVieeds analysis and 

feasibility studies ±a the area with the aim \of establishing post 

graduate nursing courses in line with the needk of the community. 

The position is short term. \ 

I am currently/attending Lincoln Institute's eveningVourse in Health 

Education. This course includes units in administration. The course 

content, in/my opinion, is widely applicable. \ 

I feel *nat my philosophy of extended care and community based health, 

my experience and the skills that I have gained would enable me to 

carry out and add to this position. 
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Chi.. she u UlL - < >\J 

• 
broadly as . ible and to 

orb Fnlver, L'tions of our English writ m s . . At the 

same time "vii- ii m t ii lirt-vtr- iftlra m l d b ̂  ..; i T I? ii" • ••"••* • • g i v i i. _ chilreii an opportunity 

to occ .1 novels arm, short stories which have:'been 

written for Soviet children,sluch stbries as^Vitya at School and A t 

Hom e " and 'FetooaryJ have been read by proms of chi. dren and frc 

V€ ... fruitful disossions havebeen held on how to 

o work with other children .for top new attitudes to studyfandvt 

o i .Ifare of the people4fter read! p 'Stozary11 an eleven 

or eld child remarked "That was a story aooot real people, not 
haunted 

s-believeuabout being lost on some |island..u On the otherhand 
houlfthot be encouraged 

children*to be absorbed by reading Soviet children's literature 
tc the extent that they have little timeJLeft to r ad the literature 

our own and other countries* Chile readiri - such stories 

thi itoe s of what life under socialism oan 

mem,, at t - tine km. ..s . ir'iiy absor ay 

--X'- Q v.;j» .j..iJ.) J. mm.... ooc...... ,.jimn 

„ ^a*wrts encourage Uw»*tt early teen a 

a. i on. d en. 

children to 

nov rittenpy progressive writers for adult audiences. In many of 
books /' t i t 

these hnxxsthe seamy sidejpf iifeli . ourmsociety is n; huso; 
txsrsozis asICSI'HHIK.malfci and although there is often a emsaa. 

that there is a way forward, this/Is uxnxixxiiniEfc often not cAs 

clc'-rly~cr .scribed xas:ti:ndx;o;jxrx£brmcc for children to be 

lo tc j .ificanco. est oi' these novels cannot b e 

I literature for y< i ,me to read such 

stories i tends to yibo the yoi ' XS^txk3S2Skx& 

taoto for sophi .ti literature which is not backed by ti six 

jriance of life. i .ut novels have Fen /escful 

V f i..' . to : 

t*iO 

lavefa 

thai decaden . nedo to be given 

clearcut vision o^, the . v s , an te.Gphin t%t_ 

for tJ be 
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iiteray critics m̂ -x,.?:i- tsmmtom~hmm*mim. compile lists of books 

which are suitable for girlJand 1 y ti .. the ten to sixteen age .roup. 

•Inch peopiecc could popular is . these books through re views and through 

discussk.no with group s of children. 

The CSa3&cci±x Boo we 1: which was iieid .'.ate in I9>§ in TTew South 

popularisin: betoer bocks for chiFdimn; 

"Tales shows that 

Children thmaselv-s have a pu?rt to play In" the writ i s ; and popular isig 

of literature for ti sir agegroup. 

Already in the Junior Fnreka. "eagae a number of members nave had some 

ex, erinoe in producing their own club newspapers; and in addition 

throuph writin . friendship letters one the ,.c .pimp of scrap,books 

they o.r_ begiix.in.. to lamr how t.V sees their thooyhto about life, 

XXXiOX;"sexdc.:ims-..j..-s .*, ._• _.ss._^s.^...j.r....». siocie... jycixsitji... .. ess L'JU~ JUS. '. >,. ._ 
So cl&tslc) d* fin Ckildreto *frpr*cs fij>M*v>((*\ +*JJ^ 

•telle: 

his::.. Femescsrxtrisso ins axnKjssmws, 
tpt 
* a " -"Fm of: a sexxssiwmieh 

ahxrixc:ima.:x Fir sup their ov n Writing CTifkircmmarr --Qtlreta.dy-b9giiL.-ing 

chart eitcf children's riphts, I?or oioample. in £ n 

article on the 'Find of Australia. I would like11 a ten year old 

—>'-j3-tfi";..ed a potter w o r l d ''where, my dad could 

child, made the f •.:•!. awing requests. 
would , 

;1 sjnia: like a yard, so that I could keep so:ne potsand I would like 
a garden with flowers . And I should thi:dn I..at I could have.a bed"" 

rem:: to myself, and I would like m sisters to have a bcdrce.i to 

their self tc. . 

.mother t I car old 

have v are int-resting jo In: my met!'2: vs. old not da. v. to be 

~~—— . oo us tl. . cost of f ed and -.out and my sistsr woimd not have 

to pay a let f money for a _,air oi —.1- , am ... 

Some me^b :. ve written abomt tho ki id of sen, Is t' cy would like 

toooy «*••« u e... assrooms with bi : win.. owsw so, that the school ro....s 

.-•ct a 1; t of sunll.h., and fresh air. : 

A yard to play in ; the privacy of a room of one's own; tttas-'gasr food 

and rent at a price whicli does not strtteh the family budget to -its 

linits, education in an airy school ro •±-C^"^i '.re the practical and 

strui.ah vfor./ard demands of the childrenw hen they write about 

what they './ant \ . the .future. 

http://discussk.no
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Many more examples could be given , but these few show that 

children's writings is fresh and interesting becasue they use 

simple words to eipress definite thoughts, 

-1-. who wish to serve the children throuli helping to create 

children's literature must talcs every opportunity of associating 

tiemselv-s closely with a group ef children/ 

The existence of the Junior Fureka League gua.atly .assists writers 

tc be ah le to set to know youngsters ino:thsa±u::mxnx..-xxxxk±vi£x under 

conditions which stimulate the creative peumrs of the children. 

There is no doubt that the children themselves can help provide 

ideas for pleto.xxx Through listening to children's atiar own stories 

and watchiu their dramatisations authors can learn a great deal 

about the way children like to have their characters depicted in 

oeeir novels, 
<? 
Ine dronatic eeperiences detailed in the section;- "Our Streets and 

"Cur ..tTage" show hew the children's creative imagination can be 

an inspiration te ^ oo_ le of all ages.In the sphere of story telling. 

sieiilar experiences can also be relate .it all large camps there is 

usually at least one child who earns the name of being a 

f'F "beaut story teller" These chiidr. n entertain other youi. ;tjs 

.often so. ^ srs old.r *. they are) relating stories about 

al. sorts of wonderful adventures,Some ehildren can enthrall their 

audiences with Serials which are told little by little (or in fact 

as cng as the adults allow) each eveni , for the duration • f the 

c ...It is sometimes iwgtncada: difficult to 'believe that iirxxafuxxir 
a 

the tsc±E::xjExx±isp:ixmira:t story is not being r-e:.d from -Krerarg b. P:, 

It is only when living clesely witli children, under conditions 

-/here there is mutual trust between children n. adults that the 

adult is favour d with -m,. ; aila." te „ in g, y . ,. '.y;p;. circle. 

To Fo able to help childreiP'tu i ;i ,_.Uwd boo]m:'» is not only a task 

for writers and literary critics; although those people have a- eodal 

respensibilities;ffiiiery one who is as. ociat„ >.. ./itli yom^ people has 

a part to Flay i.. assistiu • the ch J ,. d r i_n to nxxxkiiE wise-lv soo 

the beers they spend at reading. 

0 

!s 

\ 



Our d::u..g)_s_ 

A holiday with girls and boys of the sane age. Sunshine, sport, 

11 , 

concerts, campfires, arts and crafts, bush walks and swiu :ing arc 

some of the delights of camp life. 
I 

The hdufeka youth League in: nearly all Australian states has 

p i.:necred the estab 1 i sinscnt of mass campi11g on a co-operative 

basis. In a number ef States the league has its own camp site and 

ins some States the youth have built permanent cook houses and 

sleeping bungalows. Such camp sites are a living monument to 

young people whose enthusiasm overcomes many difficulties. To be 

able to use the Eureka Youth League's own camps is not only an 

economic asset but also it is an a.oset of inspirational va,lue. 

of 
There are four different types.* camps at which girls and boys 

between the a es of ten to sinterna years can enjoy a holiday. 

m - f j rrp nrm»r-• f h -r r is the Juniors own camp at which the progrsin 

is especialljr designed for girls and boys aged between ten and 

s int eon roxaa: and the whole of the camp site is at the disposal of 

the children, livery older person who goes to the Junior s' camp 

^should go there with the understanding that they are helping 

to make thechildren's holiday a success and should not be mainly 

concerned a/ith trying to give them selves a holiday. 'V/hen all adults 

are co-opcratins whole-heartedly to serve the children '1 older 

camprs as west as child:, en do have a really successful t-sl." »—y, but 

a week at a, children camp cannot be regarded as a. 'restful11 holiday. 

Secondly, during holiday weekends camps for old r members of the 

Junior Eureka League should be held as occassions on which the 

Pioneers and other responsible members are given some special 

opportunities fcrftraining in leadership. 

Thirdly, camps at'which both mothers and children atttnd are 

becoming cpuite a feature of the work of the Junior Fureka I.eags.. 

These camps are held to enable children under ten to begin to 

join in Junior lUureka League activity. At such camps it is usual 

for children over ton to be allowed.to go to the camp with out 

imiother , but younger chiidr on can only att end .if. mother or some 
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F'auruian comes with them. The importanceof such mother eland 

children's id dealt wish in the section "'file Protection of Adults". 

fourthly,at Christmas and kaster and other occassions on which all 

the familynis on holiday, the camps organised by th^Fureka Youth 

League can be used as holiday camps for the whole family, &i such 

camps some special activity Simula be provided for girls and boys 

of Junior Fureka League age as part of the general camp program, 

i*t some of these family camps a social hist or tent is made available F. 

for:school age children. If there is no special shelter available 
can 
then a tree shuxidocbe used as a special mo ting place for the 

children , In order that girls and boys of the same age can. quickly 

become acquainted at bi*g family camps some special gathering should 

be held ea,-,my -; ''•!•" ir-.-.-f-: y (under the JvonLorTree or in tho Junior 

Tent) at whdcbh thgarticular program activities which may interest 

tho children is pxrFiaularFsy drawn to their • attenti on. 

akmiping is'one of the most imp or went activities of the Junior 

Fureka League. The way the children live foijthw. whole period of the 

camp should help them begin to step independently over the threshold 

of youth, to respect the protection of adults, and to accpuire a desire 

to study. Ha? much is achieved at a camp dependsjon the choice of 

a suitable theme for the camp, th^preparation for the camp by both 

children and adults, the way the children are Organisd at the camp, 

the delegation, .of responsibilitie.jto adult helpers and the program 

_f activities provided for the jroung camper... It is necc-sary to 

jdeal separately with each of these factors in or-, r te give some 

practical hints to future helpers at Junior Gamps, ./bile, dealing 

separately with each factor it mxlftx is. obvious that all are 

interconnected; a . |b r sample the way children are organised at the 

casm depueuj on tF./** reparation for thee aoip by both chid ren and 

adults;and moreover, no one can prepare for a camp if the;Ids not 

have some theme about which to ^nspsons,prepare. 

^tj^ie .0, Every camp should be organ; so around some theme which 

should teach tho children how they can play a. part for. peace. The tlime 

dp on d son the policy of he Fureka Youth 'Iiea.au jane; also on the oeonle 
I .» . " \ ^ . x 

i -. ''iS,m •' ' 

J 
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who are available to carry out the activities aej.madoro at the QJ 

For eaxample, in preparation fortius the 7/orld Festival some Junior 

casips v/ere organised as miniature 1/brld Festivals; also to 

popularise the importance of using entertainment for teaching the ideas 

of peace , some, casus have been organised on' the ..heme of "entertt invent 

for peace"; in some states successful sports casus have been held und...r 

th-Alogan of; "friendship through sport'1 and the whole camp has been 

a dramatisation of thislympic game. Sue ess has been achieved by 

using camps as ccoass.ie-iisVui which history con be t am lit to the children. 

To make history vivid to the children the children themselves have 

presented dramatisations of some of the great events of our own country 

and also of other countries. 

Whs.fever the theme of the camp, the idea, that camps arc held for the 

• purpose of educating the children i:i30].aaxicixgsa&asxx5XEinirxi±EX mustlbe 

popularised through leaflets and other circulars which are distributed 
mean 

in connection with the camp. This does not ooa; that on camp leaflets 

there is a statement smch as "Girls and boys cosie to Camp Fureka and 

be educated in working & a.ss principles" 11 Tie theme needs to;be 
r- r-

presented to the children in words that t he children understand. 

For example the slogan "Friendship through sport" or " entertainment ;••• 

£o:iguxxc;ek foii.iea.ee" . V/hen the idea, of the came is well known tot the 

ch i Id ijF before they come, then th eg- arrive at the camp ready t \ 

'" en j oy th em se 1 ve s by le arn i ng. 

It ie\w ; the task of the labour movement t organise camus at vrhich"the 
i 

chiidr on are kept" hazily busy:J neither has it the task of organising 
when 

holidays at which '• the children can do as the""- pleas -'«, <\ clear 
is * 

statement as te the purpose of the cum,, EE&Ek icsrpublicised to parents 

and to the children before tbajcainp, xnxklast: the whole camp starts 

off with an enthusiastic and receptive group of children ' and the first 

step towards building a collective camp spirit is thus taken before 

the enrolments arc even sent in to the cam booking office. 
\ 

How th & .ij theme wil work out in practise can never be fully planndd 
camp 

before the camp, but each a**̂  should be planned so that it is not 

one a finishing point foijtlr camping project but is also a starting 

point for some joy of tomorrow. feKxxxrrnxl^hinx An example of a ^reject 
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flowing from a camp is^ealt with in the section "Projects for 

tomorrows Joy". As part of the follow on from the'cai psjdefinite concrete 

organisational achievements should also result. #or esamplefcbcs 

the establishment of many Junior Fureka Leggue groups has been the 

result of camps; also dance classes, art classes and physical training 

classes have *»i established as thekdirect results of camps which hove 

he/en occassions on which txxcrhooxxng leaders in these spheres of 

activity have for the fir st time eomob'n touch with groups of children. 

Children can help to choc se the theme for a camp, but in order to be 

able to choose an idea which will take the wble of the children's 

movement a step forward from the camp experiences; it is necessary 

for the childrenlto be guided ly adults in their choice. Here, the 

_sellective leadership of the Pioneer group shows its role. The adult 
r should 
lleaders of the Junior League jfinictst pose the question of what iihjsmeatsc: 

tiieme should be chosen for a camp "iyiiefchE::£siSrowinxxBtaaqp?: by linking 

various alternative suggestions to the Pione.r group. By helping to 

cheese the therf in this way the membership of the Junior League 

accept the therl^as their own. 

_._ ego ration. F'ow that in every state of Australia there exists some 

form of Junior iiureka League organisation camps should b planned by 

the adults and children who are leading the Junior Fureka League, 

3tEXjteHX3X3ccfch;K To draw upon tie experience and training of as many 

adults as possible it may be helpful to hold several eblarged meetings 

of the Adult Advosroy Committees and to invite to these meetings all 

people who may be able to a ..ist at the camp,:oefore the cars, the 

child membership should be xksnous. al ocated things to prepare for 

the camp, in accordance with their level of develo sient.Por esamjile 

some children can col ect foslthe wallboard, others can seek out some 

suitable stories to be read or .'roemised, some ean select songs ' oott 

the theme of^ke camp and others can collect ©ostumes and stage effect 

for the "playbox". On some occassions older members have been entirely 
and 

responsible for ditte writing, laying o .t, illustrating anfex the eapp 

printed leaflet. Al'Jickbers can help by inviting their friends to 
children 

osaHBtoexfcfca: come to the camp; but xit should not be expected thy.tr-

5>kixorw-u: to publicly distribute leaflets for their camp, nor >lato^ttw^ 
W:if!iA1if grant rl nn"l nf rrb,\H rumi ntmnu e ^^ " *' ' • 

>ii L to attendto th ̂ office routine as ocioted with enrol ing for camps,'* 
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Spoitfl attention should b-Agoven to giving jobs tc older Juniors 

(particularly Pioneers} kopcc-j^y while they are at the camp. 

"./bene-ever "go'ssibl& they should bagivcii direct responsibility 

for a particular task which they are learning to ma ster^rxcxxx 
giving responsibilities tt . , , 

In additmn to bnxn̂ :3EEI3jxxainilrlc for some aspect of activities 

"such as the art litre, or 'the folk dancing , some of the members 
maintenance •>- . . 

shou»ld' be 'responsible for 'some of the camp, msazhxni-zirj such as 

Hxsir^bz^r.^isr^i^z-sai learning'to "operate the water pump or the 
. ., ..-,,,-.. a .- i • •• - n'" ' «' 

electric uLig' t engine,"theV can also lithe canteen managers 

and this hygitftte Inspectors, or they can assist with the care of 
• K, >».• » 

fo'cd, Unless" the 3*8" older members are mastering new tasks at 

£ach camp' , thby may'beg a disruptive force instead of a 
. -. j» . *• 

cor<5" of"leadership . Although t*.;6 camps are never the same, 

nevertheless there* doe's tend tb become a. cam., routine which 
. , • ' ' :•*«.,. . « ' | -*•• 

becomes familiar'after attending csszspx severaifcanps eacii jrea.r 

from the age sf ten to 15"years of age,It ie£. art of the 

preparation for thd cam.,, to so orga.nise the pro gram and the 

re spon.cibilit ie J f dultc and children that children fesxit: 

at different leyels af .development are .extended by activities 

because they arc learning n w things and perfecting old skills. 

Some girls andbxyxrx boys of fifteen years of age may be 

attending their first .can_. a.nd for\them the general ...rogram of 

activities is sufficient, on th els therhaxi<e erne thirteen yeox old 

youngsters may be vxs;|o.vmeri encod cam_,ers and regu'l.ar members of 

thejjunior EurekaLeague^ these JCODXKSKZ children need new tasks 

at the camp. While considering how to best develop older 

experienced Junior League members consideration must also be 

given to new campers and to reticent children , The way the 

group competitions, the camp council andtthe Glauses are conducted 

should a How. for the all round development of all the varying 

types of children that sre to be found in a crowd of girls 

and-boys btttoon the ages of ten and .sixteen. 

cr.ganisation of Children . In order to organise a largo cawp 

successfully it ip^ necessary - to 'divide the caopeKrs into groups 
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of a convenient siate. There are varieus ways this can be done. 

tmxsaa^KfimidDasKSSsSm. They can be divided into groups according 

to age, or they can be d1videdinfrw into groups of boys and 

groups of gitta.However from experience±jfc it has been found 

that generally it is best tacivide the camper ainto groups of 

mixed ages and mixed sexes, and a group of ab™; 20 youngsters 
(ftofoup Competitions are an excellent wnyj 

is a good uni^IiLxmxAitr^to unite the members o'l "the group aiid 
to as s&lst them to participate f̂efully as possible in the camp 

pro-am,. Hhnever possible members of the group should eat at 

the same table and sleep in bungalows or tents that are used 

exclusively by themmxx membersof the one group| and at least 

one group meetig should be held each dxx day. 

aw** 
-r-OEanap-l It is usual to ware points to groups for the way 
keep their sleeping quaters clean and plaasant, for their 

roster work, for their achievements in spott, for the 

contributions they make to the wallboard and the camp entertain

ment. There are always some other paints to be considered when 

fudging a group eomptetion and the wblefof the competition should 

be directed at stimulating the youngsters to emulation rather 

than competition. Care must always be taken to ensure that while 

encouragtig group competition that a sense of membership in the 

camp andkn the whole of the movement for peace is not lessendd, 

A too mechanical recording of points can « $ K X sake for 

Divisions between the groups and part of the LEamrwatgx 

leadership responsibilities at the camp is to watch the 

develo ment of the group competition and see thatjpit is 

assisting to bring out the whole theme oft: the camp. On some 

occassions it has been found necessary to break down the 

emphasis on the groups by some all-in together project such as 

a circus, or a camp fire or an International parade. Also SKQEBX 

such inspirational ceremonies , as therlag raising ceremony, 

should be camp assemblies aax&x. rather than group gatherings. 

Part of the responsibilitiesof the adults who judge the grouv' 

competition is to develop in the children the ideas that 

are standards for which they can strive, thus in awardj 



there should be eoiaparisions, congratulations and fyC a 

oriticiorifj. At eon© cam^s it has been possible to have 

a pasiel ef judges for the children e^erfcaljna_k&a&ra •$*< can 

make a atsnt̂ ry of their judging mora lotcresti&£ to the 

children then the children's item have beenffcfc other cam s 

s well laid out score shc<i&*H»£tec;i*£KHJ& have been 
* 

effective ways ef teaching 'iiulr-tion. 

OmpBttm JWttafrdaxmxsi Respoaslbiliti e to /Adalt& 
Responsibilities of A«iult»r!DiC-?e are three ia£iln groups into, 

which adults can be classified as camp help ere. While 

discussing helpers in these throe a sot i one it must be 

anphasised that •> prigia division of duties is not 

advocated; the division is made lass, merely to assist samp 

organisers te ensure that all reqponfdbirties are delegated 

effectively. 

Xn the first place there aro the pcspls who load the groups 

of ehildren. Ihere should be at least two leaders to every 

group, no master shat eiss thegr^up le in nuE-Sors. The 

group leaders should sleep, eat and roster with the ehildren 

and should lead th© group meoti&je .Young people are admirably 

suitable as group leaders end to be a group leader at a 

Junior eamp is an excellent training opportunity for 

future youthful lead rs of the Cuui r Barska Leegu* 

Secondly sJioro arc the ftpople «aho lead special activities.... 

the drtsaetistc, tho artists, the sports men and women, the 

dancers and puppeteers, the field naturalists and the masseJAk 

$BmB« These people some to the Junior camps togive of the 

best ef heir knowledge and CKperienoAii particular fields of 

the ass, oporto and oelsnoes. tJomeof these peeplezaay be 
when possible it is beet 

group leaders, but Tabmqm®&Mkmitartatimst to leave several koj 

activity Isadora free to ̂ KsaampsMmtKamm develop the spool: 

eubjosSs of which they arc loaders. In this «b*tt{; 0f pwople 

some of the leaders may be young, come may be old, LOWS may b 

experienced with children, aemesoy be ice tag children fax in 

large numbers for tho first tlatd..?or all sMatesxsa-toaacari-

peoplc who ar cneuvourin^ to raaatox an surest of knowledge, 1c 



it painting or' puppetry, athletics or acrobat^,the Junior 

camps are an oxce.lent opportunity for them to learn how 

to teach children'in their leisure hours. Spe cial mention 

should b^'nadcoi school teachers who can play a "big role at 

Junior camps but who too often use any and every excuse to 

avoid being with children in their vacation. Teachers will 

find that much of their classroom Fiiewlodye does not apply to 

teaching children durm.g heir holidays and in finding: new ways 

of intersting chiidr entxegc while they are at the camp; they 

greatly increase their knowledge of how to interest children 

in the classrom. 

Part of theistXExa leadership of a children's camp is to ensure 

that rtsople who havex^ixlspeial knowledge to give the 

children a re given thenxx opportunity of gaining the young 

campers interest. The examplelof how Amby Dyson interested the 

children ins a pavement artist game is told in the section on 
Task 

"The fcsls of studying" . Similarly with other abetists, dancers, 

dramatists and writers; the people who arc/experienced with' 

leading greupsjbf children in eheir leisure must help these 

adults to find the starting point at the level of the children. 

Is^amejE&xxtdian^^ twmh of- the talent of the people, 

who•are going to the camp should be estimated byriny the 
the 

preparation forfcbm c amp, but it iskloo necessary to have 
fchosi t t h <^Q amp n r o a: r am J ' 

discussiond\vfith all people at the camp in order to find the • 

best possible starting ^oints in practise. 

In thebhird place fnere are the peopldvho attend to the domestic 

and maintenance sidelf camp life. The cas.p engineer, van driver 

cook, medical officer and tea: hfcre hygine leader.All these tasks 

must be regaredd as part of cam; life . By training the older 
the 

experiended children to be proud to bekkts: under studies of 

fctassxx leaders of these tasks the division between the 

work and ploy iJpartly bridged. 

kemxxii Our camps arcflependent on people who devote tiE±xxx their 

holidays( and SODB times take leave without pay) to 

gaurrantteeing that the SiJ.Fecn at the camp have food, 

transport, v/ater, light and hygienic surroundings. Xn-,.jea,mp 
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planning camsiEiis: must bejusecito inculcate in the children an 

attitudeLf respect for labour which is undertaken as a 

contribution to the common cause of the people. The task of 

drawing the cook, the engineer, thavan driver and the medical 

officer into camp activities is in some respects more difficult 

than drawing into aKtxx&yxfchx activity the jbsx&xrK creative 
this 

artists in the fieldsV.1' dancing and singing etc.Fut his task 

must be faced at all campsVor to be truly cultured , according 

to llalinin, is "to stop a dripping tap". 

To correctly delegate Sresponsibilities in ±ks regards to the 

ma.intena.nce and *a-wpfcic side of camp organisation does not mean to 

overwhlem children with domestic chores. On the contrary the 

to.sks children areVgiven on roster should not only be planned So 

that the work is done; but also , so that the children lea.jm from 

therr rostering experience a little about camp management. At 
is necessa,ry 

large children's camps it xKXEnqpiEEBSxary to havex enough adults to 

assist with the repetitive and heavy jobs associated with la-rge 

scale camping. 

These are the three ma n groupings into which the organisation of 

camp helers casftje divided, -&t many camps, group leaders mag" alsotae 
' camps J 

leader el P some special activity and. at all accrn gqrm'gxn£:ikhs 

msda-XcnstnaBxaHa Xamggfcxc^aiggrk. mu.sk. b:ea:iixinH:oby::2is:i::adn±ira/ all 

adults amst do some part of the domestic and maintenance tasks. 

At every camp there must be one adult who is the Gamp Organiser. 

Through this person shdjca, \ organi ation must be drawn together. 

To be a cam. organiser is an experience which should be given to 

different adults aoeoiding to thejFicme of the cam.... and the need to 

develo_ the ccnear^rpfccxccnxaniXukEx person as an organiser and 

leader, ''./here Advisory Committees exi sircjth cy should hot go out 

of existence during the camp but should meet during the camp and 

advise the organiser on how best to organise the camp. A ompac 

camp committee of a mini, asm of adults and children represent-lag-

th /-roups should be functioning as the main collective camp 

leadership group. Such a committee has powers to organise the 

prohramend the group competitions within thollimits determined by 
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andjthe general rales of conduct of the campers. 

Fart of adult organisation is to /sake definite rules as to 

"out of bounds," tire of ligets out, and other protecting 

irackrcsx regulations. All adults at the camp must Ekny^itkESBioralEs 

know these rules and musts be responsible for their 

enforcement, 

Tiie 1'rogram. At a children's camp the program will vary aecording 

to th assise of th«.ce.me,, the tine of year, the theme of the- camp 

thJuatural facilities available and the adult loaders who are 

able to come to tho camp. 

The general outline of the daily program and a program for the 

duration of the c amp should bcjsiegy ed out before the camp and 

personal responsibility should be delegated to both adults and 

children to prepare for some of the program highlights. 

The daily program should include some occassions at which all 
and 

campers voluntary participate., such as sport kr entertainment, 

and the Eureka 3?lag ceremony. In adeition there should be some 

compulsory a^xxEmk±±B gatherings and a fair amount of free time. 
meetings 

A ^eneraFL camp assembly in the morning and group asxEmbiiiES in 

the afternoon have been found to assist the smooth running of 
two CAH fjmml *»« 

large camps. Hfcsttr These gather! ngsx^XKExxiiewc the only 
(AA* 

times during the day that children &*$ normally compuleor-aily 

bre giit together. During free time tho children s hould b allowed 

to use the faciliti.-s available-for art, dancing music or in any 

otheet/ay to follov; through on trying out a. skill they are 

attempting to master. There should be definite times during' the 
F_;i a, class lF.:e Fasio? 

day when instruct "ê i,,. corta.in activities' is available and at all 

periods of free time the Fuji.Lit os should be ready fomise by the 

children under expert guidance, 

owiai ..iox.g at camps should only be allowed when there is supervision 

of the swim ing pool, liven if itbis thought th.at.uxr the swieiming 

spot is absolutely foolftwu. ,-y there must nevertheless be an 

older persn **» *t at all swi dug times. 

In planning a program it has been found that a definite time 

for bungalow or camp inspection can assist to eiun^ >t , 
wioure chat a n 

a-

i 
i 

i 
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children are joining in theiprogram. AxSax -An inspection of sleeping 

quaters in the morning Fro.^t in^period may reveal coaie children 

who remain around their tent because the.3i1avdta.ot yet found how 

to join in with the oter campers.The Bungalow or tent inspectors 
these 

should see that attention is jpsxioa given to includingxtese youn£ ig 

people in grom_oaxibdzbcE:iptrngrxm camp life .The help of some of 

thielder cam ers may be necessary to do this unobtrusively, 

Careful program planning is part of adult protection, xhe young 

camper,\uued to be protected physically "by the avoidance of danger 

aj^xthx:i£iij^xfcncei3±:en± and fatigue, they need to be protected from 

-adults who would overwhelm them with the importance of mastering 

their pet hobby, the;-' need to hsipax be protected from Xfosx 

-* d::n£±xiat.±gxicg£ other children who magcdagx may selfishly try to 

dominate the activiiiesof the lees experienced campers. Through 

a coeibination of program p 1 anning,xgrearffa preparation, and 

imaginative use of'people the protection which is given to the 

childrenla t the Junior camps helps them forward to greater 

independence. 

A special mention should be eu-FojoF two prevalent ideas about 
that 

camping far ehildren. The first is hat it would be wonderful for 

the youngsterslfxthEyx if they could sppnd many weekd at the camp 

instead of only about orsVreok. From EXKXE experience with Junior 

Fureka League camps and camps organised by Community Centre Clubs 

a,nd Church lleibriit has been found that anexweenkabout one week in 

Summe.e4nid even less in the^...ring and*; Autumn ms a. long enough 

holiday for chidron living iindor camping conditions. 
most 

One day in the future it will be possible for Australian children 

to spend a month onmorc'in some luxurious country rest home which 

will be especially equipped as a holiday place for them. After 

bu. doing Up their helath under such ideal conditions they will then 

be able to go on mountaineeringshikes and scientific expeditions 

where they can rough it for afew days. This is how the children in 

the Soviet Union spend their school summer vacations./At present, 

the camps that the Australian workers' children have at their 

disposal are the very best that the labour movement can build 
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(to 
with the limited financial resources at present at the disposal of 

canvass 
our camping organisations. One week spent under castaxa or in 

bark and log bungalow is long enough for most younsters between 

the ag s ej f ten and twelve. In some states the over twelves have 

been given a longer holiday by being allowed to go up early to 
site 

prepare tho caeg xiitand by bei,y: allowed to stay an menu weeFenfi 

to male thAdbuns for the future act ivitiss on the basis of the 

camp projects, 
•"»••• e. ••." 

The second id L, r" -t inot-md "f organising, separate cai.ips For 

children, a childre,. a ~m ' a..**-....'.lie organied at ^ . family 

camps . While giving special attenlen to thin^ods of the girls and 

Fo;rs F.a :iiixk the ten to sixteen age group while they or;, at 

the big he. iday camps there are a number of difficulties *.— w e 

xsgc: which must* be considered href ore regarding such a section at 

a big camp as ^-substitute for a special ca.mp for the ten to 

sisteen year old children. In th-L-'irst place there is the fe.ct 

that some chiloh. j tr ./at the earns with p..rents vino ivance claims for 

their time. ar. pt:. enlsn during what the parents grooms :*:::; regard--as 

a family hoi day. In thesecond place 'tlie f exilities of the casip 

ait ..teed to'be shared with .OOFJ-C of a._l J!> emd moreover it is 

Fxfix difficult to weld together a team of helpers who are 

devoting all therfT .. and atteneiou to the. chiidr.n when the camp 

is heldxxxxxxxxx a,, a eombind camp wit' people of a:l_, ages. 

i?r,-p nru- -.--••- ̂—>-*—-f-jf.rg—(rim1 nruii,inz.pjp.r!l ohirhu cm Fej .'*?—*>o 

'AhizEix Children need to be taught about peace in their every day 

life and tiixax:gFr:.±h.aax:pGm̂ x̂ k±srn nf fchxJjinb:o'r ffittriskK FoaorgLnssorid: 

as the poaoe raovement grows the posibility ox' giving; men and 

more children abo'^eiu a better life and a. oosir „f . pea.ee becomes 

a pratical daily task f : tuife peace movement. link l .. one week 

each year it is I .ossibie t,. hanre the oiiil. . en at cam: s at which 

they ixxvaurfu thins emd try to express * i has tl <3SM_MW*» about 

a peaceful world. To give/the children tue best conditions W r ^ 

xor:faiexa:nincimu:n̂ ^ i-«s t i n to think about a 

caceful future it is neceesary that the very ; es'liresource s of 

tho pevsc movment are at the children's disposal while tb.ey are 

at thoir own camv., 

http://pea.ee


qqpgjnfl Q^r 15,-fl-lai to tea 7*0. 
•The Child must be brought up in the consciousness that Its 

talsats must be devoted to the service of its fellow men" 

(Point 6 of the United Nations Declaration of the Eights of 

the Child.) 

These pages have seen a study on how the jwsss mBammmk 

people's moToment for peace should concern Itself with the 

responsibility of implementing point 6 of the Declaration of 

the Rights of the Child. 

The say In which the chi Idrcn *axtut sgta-aaap-tasjhM can learn 

that"it«Jfcalents should be devoted to the service of iee ' 

fellow men "depends on how the adults devote their talents to 

the children. 

In dealing with this problem itbis necessary to see the 

connection between the two task in defence of children. These 

two task are -h-S-ttaada-tc outlined in an early section.frasaeteae 
The developmtttjof^) 
tiryterr-Wc^g^nX^Ion around the activities of children ** 
depends largely on the development of empaigne aro nd the 

needs ef the children . (Bit, to refer again to the csAtafatse 

Declaration of the Rights of the Child, fo attempt to implement 

point six it is necessary to roalioe that all people who i in 

anyway are implementing any of the other five points of the 

charter are compelgining around the needs of the child and are 

thus helping te lay a broad base for the organisation of 

the childrei themselves. 

Thus, all people who,are strugglsing to improve the living 

conditions for femlly can make a costtibution to the building 

of the children's « m orgsai sat ions. Through campaign for 

schools, homes, hospitals, security of employment for &&&,*%£&£ 

sportstfleldo the broad base o-b-ttax for tho children's own 

ogifes Is widened in two ways, firstly the struggle by adults 

aroubd the conditions which affect the lives of the children 

creates s social and political environment which inspires 

children with the Idem that peace and better living conditions 

are possible; and thus the very conditions to educate the 
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"fous are created the conditions to educate the children that 

its talents can be used, J ike the adujts arc using their, in 

the service''of their follow men. 

3 ondg-4 the cox 

7^ 
amp a irons around the neceesi ties of life draws » / ^ 

—sits into struT le f ox:rtJxe±re 'if riolilrsiLs. and children corns 

¥atli their parents into the move. .>-;F* of the peop...s F-?r i-~e^e. I . * 

*rTTf - for unutrss the p la ofe educo.tion of 

cm 

th< 

.'4 of the, peop,..e 
~f~ 
the need to 

becomes a Josh': confronting m^rc and more peoplej.s 

drawn A v"D activity about their own living conditions. ere 

£S\ rrwrt 'people who are today participating in campe,igns around 

better living conditions are not aware of the affect they could 
A ourt 

have on building the children';. «••». movement t As these people 

do become convinced of the necessity to organise children for 
utt ention 

peace , then ore axtxcx will be consciously dimct-d not only 

nsii ,.t achieving some immediate I.mpro 
B;..La ..oni..̂....rem e an luern j .m̂ .tg 

consideration will be given as to hoi \vu;iAoosnkii:x' caaiî feriasttLEva: / 
ahout ouch action co that they 

.<.*-_&-- - i * uxdxxutxx.. develop a consciousness 

that ouch sstiuisi's:: strur: les by the older generation are 

struggles in the service of our follow i.ian and that children 

too must "devote their talent to the service of i*fcs fellow men". 

At the same time it must be ap reciated that all who are 
the 

struggling, te dcvclo. j\u.v/ forme of organisation Skat are dictated 

by the tas„ ^f educating child.rn for peace, are making a cniiiirFdrat 

contributi.on to the whole og the peopLe's movement for ^cace. 

Ih the first plr.ee "oy savin _ the ohildrsuli rom beiu.. brutaiised 

aid this educating future youth who will be able to distinguish 

betwen the path of peace and life and the path of dca.th and 

destruction; and i. the seoond ..lace the children':., activities 

ca.n be .used as an inspiration to the older generation to keep up 

the struggle for,tho growing generation are fully desrrving of 

the best that our country can give them. 
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